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Table J. Gtowio1 SoltoD Precipitaaiaa• (i.Ddlll) 1956-1993 
y.,. April May June July Aus. Sept. Oct. Total FIOlt-freo 
Day• 
1956 1.80 2.88 6.S6 4.02 6.2S 0.70 2.'4 24.6S 125 
1951 4.26 S.98 2.85 0.7 .. 5.26 2.12 l.12 24.33 119 
1958 1.41 1.49 2.65 2.68 O.S7 0.11 0.18 9.79 116 
1959 O.S8 3.47 t.91 t.66 4.69 1.10 1.95 IS.36 110 
1960 1.53 3.84 4.05 0.19 1.03 1.30 t.SO .... 04 123 
1961 2.16 S.7S 4.01 4.62 0.62 1.84 1.00 20.00 138 
1962 1.39 S.48 3.98 10.36 1.89 1.39 1.11 2S.60 143 
1963 1.41 3.54 3.12 S.74 2.51 4.33 0.68 21.43 158 
1964 2.39 1.07 3.62 2.01 4.22 0.93 0.04 14.28 92 
1965 2.89 6.08 3.66 2.34 2.63 4.33 1.21 23.16 104 
1966 1.49 0.77 1.88 2.19 4.59 l.S3 1.S2 13.97 138 
1967 0.92 0.69 4.S8 1.05 1.13 1.06 0.3S 9.78 129 
1968 3.04 2.lS 3.18 2.39 1.53 2.56 2.00 16.85 132 
1969 1.S2 3.44 1.96 4.52 2.48 1.86 2.18 17.96 109 
1970 2.00 1.98 2.07 2.29 l.00 t.66 2.01 13.01 148 
1971 1.33 1.78 7.61 1.02 2.93 1.46 5.56 21.69 168 
1972 1.90 7.73 2.92 6.3S 2.S7 0.11 1.37 22.95 172 
1973 1.14 2.87 1.12 2.05 1.27 3.81 1.39 13.65 183 
1974 l.22 3.37 1.4S 2.09 3.70 0.12 0.91 12.96 141 
1975 4.IS 2.18 4.76 l.2S 2.89 2.28 1.64 19.IS 139 
1976 l.10 1.26 1.49 O.Sl 0.79 1.62 O.S7 7.34 1'4 
1977 2.64 2.24 5.78 2.47 2.70 3.67 3.06 2.2.56 180 
1978 3.38 5.lS 2.26 2.08 2.43 2.32 O.S3 18.lS 178 
1979 3.14 2.17 S.78 3.10 S.21 O.S3 3.50 23.43 162 
1980 0.43 3.09 4.97 1.96 3.82 0.72 0.68 lS.67 150 
1981 0.48 0.99 2.73 2.23 1.20 O.S2 1.88 10.03 136 
1982 0.3S s.so 1.37 4.0S 0.64 2.73 3.11 17.75 175 
1983 0.70 l.64 3.43 S.4S 3.00 2.86 1.30 18.38 140 
1984 2.88 1.66 7.4S 1.8.5 3.09 1.14 4.69 22.76 147 
1985 1.93 3.90 2.07 5.21 3.6S 3.11 l.59 22.12 167 
1986 5.S5 4.64 3.62 4.14 3.11 4.19 0.13 2.S.38 159 
1987 o.ss 2.03 1.20 4.16 S.64 2.44 0.4S )6.47 162 
1988 O.S9 2.76 0.69 0.86 4.03 2.98 0.22 12.13 1'4 
1989 2.95 I.IS 1.74 2.41 4.S8 l.S6 0.56 14.9S 147 
1990 1.()4 2.26 S.13 3.73 2.58 2.16 1.78 18.68 136 
1991 4.01 4.4J 10.45 2.69 4.37 1.45 0.63 28.01 146 
1992 0.91 1.4S 7.9S 3.08 0.7S 3.17 0.0'2 17.33 1S4 
1993 1.69 2.53 6.S8 6.70 1..a 2.0$ 0.17 21.12 149 
AVG: 1.92 3.04 3.76 3.07 2.81 1.98 1.SO 18.07 144 
•1960-1962, 1973-1976, 1978 and 1979 data obtained from Watertown FAA stauon. 
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lb.e Wheat Scab Epidemic of 1993 
Georae w. Budlenau 
Wheat scab or headblight reached epidemic proportions in 1993 in eastern portions of 
several states including :Kansas, Nebraska and especially South Dakota, North Dakota and 
most of Minnesota. In SD, losses of 3S � or more of the yield potential were common in 
most of the northeastern quarter of the state, our primary spring wheat producing area. 
Conservative estimates place the damage at nearly 26 million bushels worth about 96 million 
dollars in South Dakota alone. 
For many years, cast central South Dakota bas been a hotspot for scab because it 
combines a large com acreage with a high probability of warm, wet weather between heading 
of spring wheat and the bard dough stage. Scab is nearly always at its worst where wheat 
follows com in a rotation, because the causal fungus causes a mild stalk rot of com, and 
overwinters on the stalks. In 1993 however, scab was severe over the region, more or less 
independent of previous crop. 
We really don't know why scab broke through the •previous crop barriers" in 1993. 
A similar break occurred in the moderate scab epidemic of 1991 in which we observed 
serious scab in fields where wheat followed soybeans. Canadian researchers have shown that 
the causal fungus can colonize soybean residues that have not been incorporated into the soil, 
but not as consistently as it coloni1.es unincorporated com residue. North Dakota researchers 
have suggested that the tremendous inoculum loads of 1993 developed due to the very wet 
(often flooded) spring conditions throughout the com belt, resulting in much untilled corn 
residue through the spring and early summer. Again, Canadian research has indicated that 
com or wheat residue on the soil surface can provide scab inoculum for at least one year, 
whereas buried residue will not support the fungus. 
The record rainfall in 1993 cerwnly provided suitable scab weather. Research in 
1943 showed that wet conditions can favor heavy scab development even at relatively cool 
temperatures. 
What about resistant cultivars? At a recent scab conference in Moorhead, researchers 
agreed that several spring wheats were better than others in 1993. However, they also agreed 
that resistance was not good enough to recommend them over all others, particularly since 
scab is not our onJy disease problem. A number of breeding programs are actively working 
for better resistance to scab. 
What about planting scabby seed? Research in 1923 indicated that scabby seed would 
provide good stands if planted into cool soil. Seed treatment can help, especially in warmer 
soil. 
What about 1994? The fungus will be there, especially on com ground, but disease 
development will depend on wet, muggy weather after anthesis. 
-s-
1993 Crop Performance Trla.ls of Small Gralm, Soybeans, and Corn 
R.G. Hall 
Sprlna Small Grains, seeded April 22: In 1993 the small grains (Table 2) under test 
included hard red spring wheat, durum wheat, spring oats, spring barley, and winter wheat. 
The soybean varieties under test included maturity groups - 0 and I. The com hybrids were 
tested in two trials: the early � with a maturity of 95 days or lea, and the late test with a 
maturity of 96 days or more. 
The small grain yields in 1993 were low compared to last year. In 1993 the hard red 
spring wheat trial averaged 20 bushels compared to SS bushels per acre last year. Likewise, 
the durum averaged 16 bushels compared to 4S bushels per acre last year. In 1993 the trial 
test weight average for hard red spring wheat was 42 lbs and for the durum wheat 37 lbs per 
bushel. These low yield and test weight averages for the spring wheats were the result of a 
heavy he.ad scab or head blight infection this year. Presently there are no known resistant 
varieties to this disease. All varieties are susceptible to scab and some varieties arc more 
susceptible than others. The general recommendation this year for the hard red spring wheat 
varieties is that 1Sharp1 , 'Butte 86', and '2375' tend to be more tolerant of head scab 
compared to other varieties. However, in years like 1993 when weather conditions are very 
favorable for head scab development these varieties will also be severely affected. 
The oat trial averaged 82 bushels in 1993 compared to 151 bushels per acre last year. 
In addition, the average test weight for 1993 was 29 lbs compared to 36 lbs/bu a year ago. 
The low yields and test weights this year were the result of heavy crown rust infection. A 
recent release from SDSU , 'Troy', a variety with excellent crown rust resistance had a very 
good yield and r�table test weight compared to the other varieties. 
The barley trial averaged 63 bushels in 1993 compared to 108 bushels per acre last 
year. The average test weight this ye.ar was 47 lbs./bu or a pound higher than a year ago. 
Although barley is susceptible to head scab what little was present if any had a minimal effect 
on the crop at Watertown as indicated by the relatively high test weights compared to last 
year. There were a number of leaf spot diseases present on the barley this year, which 
apparently contributed to the lower yields. In 1993 'Excel', 'Stander'. 'Bt602•. 'Stark', and 
'Robust' were in the top yield group. Two hulless varieties from Canada, 'Richard' and 
'Buck', did not perf onn as well as the hulled varieties. 
Winter Wheat: The hard red winter wheat trial averaged 32 bushels in yield and S2 
lbs. per bushel in test weight. Watertown was one of the few locations where some head 
scab damage was evident in winter wheat and was expressed through the low yields and low 
iti!3t weights at harvest. Infection levels of Septoria, a foliar disease, were also high in the 
winter wheat. This year the varieties 'Seward', 'Laredo', 'Karl', 'Dawn', 'Redland', 
'Thunderbird', 'Siouxla.nd', and 'Quantum 549' were in the top yielding group. 
. 
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-6-Cm-n. -4rd lla_v 11: The early maturity test (Table 3) exhibited a high coefficient 
of vammon ,{CV) value this year. The CV value is an indication of the amount of 
experimental error associated with the test. In crop test trials a CV value of about lS-16% or 
hi&her is an indication that too much experimental error is present and the test should not be 
used to make hybrid or variety comparisons. The high CV value of 17.9'1 this year wu due 
largely to a condition called •green snap.• Green snap results when the node just below the 
•• corn tassel breaks off shortly after the tasseling stage. The physical mapping of the tassel 
generally occurs as a result of high winds shearing the tassel off because of the weakened 
tassel node. 1bis weakened condition of the tassel node &c:ncrally occurs for a few days 
following 1as1Cling. Should high winds occur during this stage of vulnerability green snap 
can be quite severe. In the early test. high winds occurred on the night of July 31 resulting 
in green snap percentages ranging from O to 95 �. It is misleading to think that because some 
hybrids exhibited a higher green snap percen1age than others that there is a hybrid difference. 
All hybrids are prone to green snap. In a test of this sb:e (37 entries) hybrids are going to 
differ somewhat in their maturity. Therefore, they will likewise differ when they reach the 
critical stage following tasseling when their tassel nodes are weak and susceptible to high 
wind shearing. The cause of the weakened tassel node shortly aft.er tasseling is not known, 
however, some researchers feel it may be physiological in nature. Regardless, all hybrids are 
prone to trus condition, and exhibit it more in some years than in others, or in some years not 
at all. 
-• 
In the late maturity test (Table 4) there were 37 entries. The six top yielding hybrids 
in 1993 start with Cargill 4327 and in sequence end with Ciba 4303. In 1993 the early 
maturity test yielded 36 bushels compared to SS bushels per acre last year. In tum the late 
maturity trial averaged 48 bushels in 1993 compared to SS bushels per acre a year ago. The 
test weight averages for 1993 were about the same as they were a year ago. Again as in 
1992, temperatures tended to be low and much of the crop suffered from a lack of heat units. 
In 1993 temperatums in the Watertown area were about 3, 6, S, 2, and 6 degrees below 
normal in May, June, July, August, and September, respectively. 
Soybeans. seeded May 13: The 1993 results for both maturity group-0 and group--1 
soybeans are presented in Table 5. In 1993 the group-0 test averaged 30 bushels per acre 
which was similar to a year ago. In contrast, the group--1 test averaged 29 bushels compared 
to 23.2 bushels per acre a year ago. In 1993 the top.yielding group included seven varieties 
in the group-() test starting with 'Mustang M-0770' and in sequence ending with •Evans'. 
Likewise, 17 varieties starting with 'Sands SOI 113' and ending with 'ICI D138' were in the 
top,,yiclding group in the group--1 trial in 1993. 
·7-
TABLE 2, 1993 SM.AU. GRAIN V AltlETY TRIAL RESULTS. 
�tE, RES. FARM (CODINGTON (;Q,), 
SPRINO WHEAT OATS 
1993 TEST 1993 TEST 
VARIIITY YmTD WElQBI V-,Ait@:Y YIEl.D WlllQH.l 
BU/A LB/BU BU/A LB/BU . 
AMIDON 13.1 .C0.3 Alt.MOR 47.1 23.S 
BERO EN 21.3 43.7 BRAWN n.1 26.9 
BUTtE 86 20.2 �.6 JUJtNETT 33.5 2A.O 
anus a. t.2 41.8 DANE 97.S 28.0 
DALEN 15.5 35.6 DON 71.7 26.7 
GRANDIN 20.8 39.8 HAZEL 73.2 28.9 
GUARD 21.3 42.6 HYT.ESf 41.S 29.S 
DONA 18.l 39.6 NBWDAK 19.1 26.0 
NORDIC 17.7 42.0 PltAIIUB 41.S 22.7 
NORM 18.2 39.1 PREMIER S7.2 28.1 
PllOSPECI' 17.7 JS.4 SETTLER 95.4 30.0 
SHARP 23.S 42.6 TROY US.I 34.4 
SONJA 16.S 36.4 V.!iLLiI §2J 26,8 
STOA 14.0 3S.7 
VANCE 14.9 lS.2 TEST AVE. 81.6 29.3 
LSD (.05) 10.4 2.2 
2371 lS.3 .C0.2 CV- 9' 9.l 3.7 
237S 2&,s fl,B 
TEST AVE. 20.2 41.S 
LSD (.OS) 4.2 4.1 
CV-" 14.7 4.8 
BARLEY DURUM 
1993 TEST 1993 TEST 
VARDlTY YIELD WElGHT :i,ARI'el'Y rwm WEIGHT 
BU/A LB/BU BU/A LB/BU 
BOWMAN 51.9 49.9 FJORD 14.3 36.6 
BUCK 48.9 42.2 MONROE 18.l 38.1 
11602 66.9 46.0 RENVUJ..E 16.2 37.8 
EXCEL 70.3 <46.9 STOCKHOLM 6.6 33.2 
GAU.A.TIN 48.6 4S.l VIC CK 13.8 36.S 
MOREX 58.7 45.S WARD ,24.9 42.4 
RICHARD 49.l .-cs.s 
ROBUST 63.S 48.9 TEST AVE. lS.6 37.4 
STANDER 67.1 47.4 LSD (.05) 3.0 3.7 
STAltK 65.l. 49.§ CV. 9' 12.9 3.9 . 
f 
TEST AVE. 62.7 47.0 
UD (.05) 6.1 1.2 
CV- '6 7.4 1.2 
-8· 
IABL£�. (CDN"nNUBo) 
WINl'ER WHEAT 
1993 TEST 
VAIUB'IY Yl'RLI) WBIGH't . 
BU/A LB/BU I 
ABJLBNE 29.2 Sl.O 
ARAPAHOE 31.S SS.1 
CENTUlt.A 29.2 S0.4 
DAWN 34.5 54.2 
JC.ARL 3S.5 56.4 
LAREDO 38.7 53.3 
LONGHORN 30.2 Sl.7 
QUANTUMS49 33.3 53.1 
QUANTUM S62 28.2 50.S 
RAWHIDE 31.1 S3.1 
llDLAND 34.3 52.5 
RIO-BLANCO 29.3 50.2 
JlOSE 28.7 St.S 
ROUGHRIDER 30.1 54.4 
SAGE 25.7 S2.6 
SCOUT66 26.7 S2.1 
SEWARD 38.9 52.6 
SIOUXLAND 33.4 Sl.9 
SIOUXLAND 89 30.1 46.8 
TAM 107 29.6 Sl.9 
TAM 200 30.S 52.3 
THUNDERBIRD 33.7 53.3 
IOMAHAWX 29.8 •2�3 
TEST AVE. 32.3 S2.1 
LSD (.OS) 6.4 1.6 
CV-• 12.2 1.S 
-9-
TABLE 3. 1993 CORN HYBlt.lD PERFORMANCE TRIAL RESULTS-WATERTOWN. SD. 
N.E. RESEARCH FARM. EARLY MATUIUTY • 9S DAYS OR LP.sS. 
1WJ'"'" BA.iff'ESf 
vn-:1r12� MOISI1t 
BRAND & HYBRID BU/A (9') 
DEKALB DX 462 55.0 31.6 
PIONEER 3861 54.6 25.1 
XALTENBEkG X:4400 52.1 23.0 
TOP FARM SX1193 50.0 25.4 
TOP PARM SX219S 49.7 24.6 
DYNA-ORO 15095 49.6 26.8 
A.SOI.OW RX433 48.9 28.8 
DAIRYLAND ST-1195 48.8 25.7 
CUSTOM FARM CFS W24S7 47.2 28.2 
GOWEN HARVEST H-2292 46.8 23.6 
DEKALB DK 381 45.9 21 ... 
NORTIIRUP ICING N-1409 +1.S 22.7 
CARGlll.. 2927 43.1 31.3 
GOLDEN HARVEST H-2295 41.4 27.2 
KALTENBERG X3909 40.S 25.6 
STINE 930 39.8 22.9 
CAI.GllJ.. 3427 39.0 29.0 
CIBA •t83 38.3 25.4 
CENEX/LOL 37S 37.9 28.9 
SIGCO 1489 31.S 22.2 
DEKALB DK 401 36.S 22.7 
GOLDEN VALLEY GVS282 36.4 23.9 
CIBA 4172 3S.4 28.3 
PAYCO 413 34.8 27.6 
KALTENBERG K4800 31.9 31.2 
SEXAUER. SX450 31.2 30.9 
AGRIGENE AG3SOO 29.2 30.3 
DAlll..GREN DS962 25.l 29.3 
NORTHRUP KING N·2933 24.4 26.l 
SEXAUER SX420 23.S 25.8 
DAIRYLAND ST-1294 22.7 28.2 
PIONEER 3907 22.0 24.2 
PAYC0402 20.S 29.9 
ASGROW RX3SO 18.6 23.3 
TOP FARM SX2190 16.6 25.9 
KALTENBERG K4SOO 15.1 21.9 
1,1 IHJ 7.9 �J 
TEST AVERAGE 36.3 26.4 
LSD (.OS) 2.3 
CV· sir; 17.9 
BUSDlEL 
WE Jg HI 
(LB) 
36.2 
37.7 
39.1 
40.8 
38.3 
37.9 
40.9 
38.8 
40.3 
40.2 
40.0 
45.S 
35.2 
..0.6 
39.9 
42.9 
36.3 
36.7 
36.8 
41.8 
40.6 
4J.4 
33.9 
35.S 
36.2 
34.7 
3".7 
35.8 
38.1 
39.9 
34.2 
39.8 
32.8 
41.2 
3S.8 
34.7 
29 t 
38.0 
4.2 
• 
.. • 
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TABLE ... 1993 CORN HYBRII> PER.FORMANCB TRIAL lt.6SULT$.WATBllTOWN, SD. 
N.E. I.ESEAllCH FARM, LATB MATURITY - 96  DAYS OR MORE. 
1.993 BAkV.ES"l '.ltJtii!Ri:.. 
YIELDS MOIST. WlilOHT 
,IR.\ND a: UIRW Bll/j fll 1n'...m 
CARGD..L •327 72.6 19.6 .-0.4 
SIOCO 1301 66.8 31.l 39.9 .. DBICALB DK 471 66.2 31.6 37.5 • 
GOLDBN HAllVEST H-2A04 65.9 31.3 41.S 
GOLDBN HARVEST H-2390 6'.4 :u.s 36.9 
CIBA 4303 63.8 29.8 42.8 
SIOCO 1497 S9.7 26.S 46.4 
JACQUES 5270 58.8 30.7 39.l 
CAR.Oll..L 4277 57.0 24.1 37.2 
SIGCO 1200 ss.o 30.9 38.7 
DEKALB DK Sl2 S4.S 32.4 37.9 
CUSTOM FARM CPS W3851 53.4 32.$ 37.l 
DAHLGREN DS002 53.1 29.1 39.6 
DEKALB DK 485 52.9 32.2 36.9 
STINE ll2lX 50.9 30.0 39.1 
PAYCO S31 S0.7 29.8 36.5 
AGR.JGENE AG396S S0.4 29.2 3S.2 
TOP FAR.M SXI097A 48.2 30.S 38.9 
KAYSTAR KX-610 47.S 30.1 38.S 
CUSTOM PARM CFS 4227 47.3 31.7 38.0 
MYCOOEN 5440 47.3 19.7 38.9 
PAYC0 4421 47.3 31.2 38.1 
KAYSTAR KX-615 47.2 31.S 39.3 
KALTENBERG K4805 46.3 30.2 37.0 
PIONEER 3769 43.9 30.1 39.3 
PIONEER 3739 42.9 30.6 36.8 
AGR.IGENE AG3920 41.2 30.7 40.3 
NORTHRUP KING N-4242 40.9 31.3 38.3 
cmA 4273 39.1 32.2 39.1 
CENEX/LOL 424 38.1 30.2 38.0 
GOLDEN V All.EY GVS298 37.9 30.3 «>.7 
1a am 37.4 32.4 37.4 
STINE 992 36.6 31.6 38.4 
XR.UGER JC9SOO 36.l 29.9 38.8 
SEXAUER SX 430 30.4 25.4 «>.2 
TOP FARM SX2102 22.l 30.S 41.2 
CARGIU, ml 15,3 ®·' 4JMi, 
TEST A VER.AGE 48.4 29.8 38.9 
LSD (.OS) 9.0 2.4 1.8 
CV · �  11.4 
·11· 
TABLE ,. 1993 SOUTH DAKOTA SOYBEAN TIUAL RESULTS, GR.OUP O It I. 
N.E, RES, PARM CCQDJNqroN CQl. SEEI>Ep MAY 13, 1993. 
1993 1993 
IMNP VAIUE1'Y YfflbP IMNR VARIETY XJf!P 
8U/A BUI.A 
GRQUP;;O G&OVP-1 
MUSTANG M-tmO ,, .• SANDS SOI 113 '4.4 
ICALTl!NBERG 00,3 SS.I DAWSON 33.4 
AOIJPR.O APOP19 35.7 TOP PARM. TP 1334 33.2 
PIONEER. 90'71 34.1 PAYCO 9314 33.1 
SIMPSON 34.S P.AJtlCBR. 33.1 
NORTIIRUP IC.ING S 07-80 34.4 o.c.s. BOYD 33.0 
EVANS 33.7 MUSTANG M-1170 32.1 
DAIR.YI..AND DSR-109 32.9 PIONEER 9141 32.6 
SJGCO 74 32.S OOLDBN 11/JlVEST H-1112 32.6 
DAWSON CK 32.2 KALTBNBERG K.8133 32.S 
LAMBERT 32.1 DEKALB CX117 32.3 
OZZIE 31.4 GREAT LAKES GL1315 32.3 
DAHLGREN KG-62 30.1 NOR.TIIR.UP KING S.1222 32.2 
GOLDEN HARVEST H·107S 30.4 PIONEER 9111 32.0 
IC.ALTENBERG lCB092 30.2 ASGR.OW Al395 31.0 
PIONEER 9091 29.7 CIBA 3103 31.1 
DASSEL 2'.6 ICI 1>138 31.45 
DYNA-GRO 3038 29.3 DEKALB CX121 30.7 
DAIRYLAND DSR.o68 29.0 SEXAUER sx 1432 30.6 
ARROWHEAD 1350 21.4 SEXAUER sx 1232 30.S 
SEXAUER SX 0&32 21.4 GOLDEN HAR.VEST H-1196 30.0 
SEXAUER sx 0690 21.3 SIBLEY CK 29.9 
G.c.s. R.osco.e 21.3 MUSTANG M-1140 29.7 
SIBLEY CK 21.2 GR.EAT LAKES GL1S93 29.2 
DEKALB CX096 27.S KATO 21.9 
DYNA-GR.O 3050 21., HY-VIGOR 148 28.8 
TOP PARM Tf 0100 27.3 AJUlOWHEAD 8500 2.8.2 
HILLCREST HC091 27.0 PAYCO 9318 27.6 
PAYCO 0010 26.9 KASOTA 27.0 
MUSTANG M-10.50 26.7 DAIRYLAND DSR-138 26.7 
MUSTANG M·IOOO 26.4 HARDIN 26 . .S 
ARROWHEAD USO 26.1 HIU.CRBST HC311 26.1 
MUSTANG M-1040 26.1 DAIRYLAND DSR·l33 26.0 
GLENWOOD 25.S MUSTANG M·11SO 25.3 
SlOCO ao 15.l BELL (SCN)CK 25.0 
AGASSIZ 21.9 ARROWHEAD 8600 1S.O 
�r,:;ALL ,L 1&2 BER.T 24.-4 
SEXAUER. sx 1&90 13.1 
TEST AVE.RAGE 29.9 WEBER 22.3 
LSD (.OS) 2.1 BSR 101 20.7 CV . "  , .. 
LESLIE 20.7 
ALPHA 20 7 
KENWOOD CK U!.,.!. 
TEST A Vl!RACiE 21.8 
LSD (.OS) 3.2 
CV · "  6.9 
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0AT RESEARCH 
Dale Reeves and Lon Hall 
The preliminary herbicide screening test is a cooperative effort with the oat project and 
the extension weed staff to screen established varieties and promising lines for herbicide 
injury. Recommended and doubled rates are applied to four varieties or lines at the 3-4 leaf 
stage. These data show the high rate of MCPA amine and both rates of Bronate caused the 
least injury; however, this may change with the variety, location, year, or stage of plant 
development. Generally, MCPA amine and Bronatc caused the least amount of injury. 
Other data bas shown plants are more sensitive to Bronate applied in the 6-7 leaf stage than in 
the 3-4 leaf stage. 
HERBICIDE TREATMENT HQR'IHEASI 
rate YIELD TWT 
(ai/a) (bu/a) (lb/b) � 
CHECK 84.4 29.3 
MCPA AM. .s '19.S 29.1 
MCPA AM. l 80.1 30.0 
2,4-D AM. .s **61.7 31.1 
2,4·D AM. 1 **51.6 31.8 
BRONATE .75 82.8 30.7 
BRONATE 1 80.3 29.0 
DICAMBA+MCPA AM .125+.25 • .,8.6 30.1 
DICAMBA+MCPA AM .25+ .s *-71.9 28.6 
MEAN 14.5 30.0 
LSD.OS•• S.1 .2 
LSD.1# 4.7 
XIEIJ2 I OE CHECK 2 LOC 
AVG 
NORlll 2 LOC  
EAST AVG YIELD 
� (bu/a) 
100 100 78.0 
94 102 79.6 
95 100 78.1 
73 79 61.7 
61 S8 45.S 
98 98 76.6 
95 97 75.9 
93 96 7S.1 
8S 89 69.3 
88.2 91 II.I 
Comparisons are made with the check. 
Herbicidal injury varies with environmental conditions, therefore several location·yea.rs are 
needed to show overall effects and interactions with variety, herbicide, and environment. 
The uniform midseason nursery has 36 lines, which are being considered for release, 
from several locations in the United States. A regional hullcss oat nursery and the 
Mississippi valley barley nursery were grown as well. The best hulless line yielded 67 
bushels per acre. The breeding nurseries consist of lines selected for this are.a. A total of 
1023 yield lines were tested overall. 
Foliar fungicide test.s on barley and oats were conducted in cooperation with extension 
pathologist Dale Gallenberg. Low yields in 1993 were primarily due to high infection levels 
of crown (leaf) rust. 
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SPRING WHEAT BREEDING 
Jackie Rudd and Brad Farber 
The objective of the breeding program is to develop Spring Wheat varietia for South Dakota. 
Before a new variety ii reletued to South Dakoca producers. it mUll be proven to be auperior to 
existing varieties in grain yield IM/or bread-baking quality. Since both of dJeSe traits are 
s&rongly influencecl by the envitonment, we conduct yield trials at eight locations in the state. 
Two of the locations are in Northeast. South Dakota. 'Ibis year we tested 108 advanced lines 
and 900 early generation populations at the Nonbeast Raearch Station. We also tatecl the 
advanced lines on the De.an Johnson furn in northern Day county. Data collected from our 
advanced yield Uial (experimental lines in the third year of testin&) is shown be.low: 
1993 Spring Wheat Breeding Advanced Yield Trial 
Highest Yielding Experimentals 
NE Station Day County 
Yield TW Ytchl 1W 
bu/a_, Jqnk) lbsLbu_ l>uta (JJuOO lbs.lbu 
SD 3156 3S.6 (1) S2.0 53.1 (1) 57.8 
SD 3151 33.7 (2) S3.4 49.6 (4) 58.4 
SD 8073 33.2 (3) 48.8 47.8 (11) S4.7 
SD 0014 32.8 (4) SS.3 S0.1 (3) SS.3 
SD 3140 32.4 (S) S2.1 45.3 (17) S7.1 
SD 0010 31.7 (6) 49.4 44.8 (20) S2.6 
SD 3135 31.7 (7) S4.3 47.3 (12) SS.6 
237S 30.S (8) S2.S 44.7 (21) S1.S 
Butte 86 27.8 (20) S l.3 49.S (S) S1.S 
Test mean 27.3 Sl.2 44.4 S6.0 
I.SD (.OS) 4.6 6.2 
c.v. 9.7 8.1 
Scab reduce.d grain yield in most areas of the region, and Northeast South Dakota was no 
exception. In early July, a record crop of spring wheat was being predicted. By the third week 
in July, the scab epidemic was evident and the potential grain yield was cut in half in many of 
the infected fields. The devutatin& effect that scab can have is illustrated in the above data. The 
advanced yield trial at the NE Station averaged 68 bushels per acre in 1993 and 27 bushels per 
acre this year. The Day County trial did not have as much scab as the NE Station, as evidenced 
by the higher yields and test weights. 
E.K. Twidwell. K.D. Kephart, R.. Bo.rtnem, 
A. Boe. and S. Anderson 
Two alfalfa cultivar yield experiments were conducted at the NE station during 1993. These tests 
we.re conducted to determine yield performance of various alfalfa cultivars and experimental lines 
when grown in NE South Dakota. 
Three harvests were obtained during the final year for the experiment planted in 1990. Average 
threcH:ut total DM yield was 4.S9 Tl A, with some significant differences detected among the 36 
entries (Table 6). These yields were similar to yields obtained in 1$92, blll were a.bout 2.5 TIA 
lower than yields obtained in 1991. Average yields for the three lwYe.s1s m 1993 nngcd f�m 
1.09 T/ A for the third harvest to 1.96 T/ A for the first harvest. �.a, aYCNge yleld (or 
this experiment was 5.30 TIA, with yields ranging from 4.78 to S.93 T/A. It is interesting to 
note that lowest yielding cultivars were 'Vernal' and three experimental lines. 
Another experiment was seeded in 1993 consisting of29 cultivars (Table 7). Two harvests were 
made from this experiment during the seeding year. First�ut yields averaged 1.28 T/A with 
some significant cultivar differences detected. Yields for the second harvest averaged 1.0 T/ A, 
but ranged from 0.S6 to 1 .27 T/ A with some significant differences observed. Two-Qlt total 
yields averaged 2.28 T/ A, but again there was a wide range in cultivar yields. Next year will 
be the first full production year for this experiment and the above-normal precipitation received 
during the fall should allow the first�utting yields in 1994 to be optimum. 
These results are useful in selection of alfalfa cultivars for forage production. Measurements of 
forage yield taken over several harvests and years are usually more useful than are averages from 
a single harvest. 
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Table 6. Forap yield of 36 a1ta1fa cultivan pladed May 4, lMO .a die N� Relcudl Slation, near Waratown, SD. 
19'0 1991 1992 -1993 1' of 
l-cut 4-ru ).Cut Cut 1 Cut 2  Oit 3  ).Cut 91 ID 93 J-r:,ar 
Cutivat bfll IIISII ISISll �,, 7tz.! ll30 Iel A"'ft'ftft- t,vmu 
IDDI DM / aoire  " .  
Gant 630  l.S2 1.56 4.92 2.21 1.76 1.,, S.30 S.93 112 • 
5364 1.SS 7.39 ,.as 2.11 1.7' 1.19 s.os 5.16 109 
5262 1.49 7.30 4.72 2.09 1.459 1.27 5.0.5 5.69 107 
MN G.RN· 14 (a) 1.42 7.11 ,.11 2.16 J.57 1.21 5.GO S.66 107 
O.wn 1.56 7.S4 4.36 2.1' 1.61 l.19 4.93 S.61 106 
0.... 645 1.65 7.2.4 4.<40 2.16 1.63 1.23 5.01 ,.,, 10, 
SDHLl (a) 1.,1 6.63 5.04 2.21 1.cso l.11 4.92 ,.s3 104 
VS-Ill (a) Ui6 7.71 4.01 2.02 1.8 1.16 4.16 5.53 104 
MullilC.ina 1 1.64 7.<40 4.51 1.91 1.51 1.19 4.60 ,.so 104 
WL 317 1.4' 6.99 4.63 2.06 1.,, 1.19 4.IO '·" 103 
WDR&Jer l.53 7.04 4.Sl 2.16 1.65 1.QS 4.aJ 5.47 103 
ALlqiance l.47 7.18 4.37 2.01 l.'6 1.22 4.69 S.41 102 
H 174 (a) 1.48 7."4 3.9' 1.98 1.62 1.21 4.81 , . .o 102 
Pm:r 1.,, 7.20 4.$3 l.94 1."4 1.0) 4.41 5.31 102 
Mwr:i-plicr 1.67 7.61 3.77 1.92 1.59 1.13 4.64 S.36 101 
1137N (•) 1.53 7.33 3.96 1.96 1.61 1.11 4.75 5.3.S 101 
.A.g:reuor 1.'6 7.13 ,.o.s 2.01 1.cso 1.07 4.68 S.29 100 
SX117 1.58 7.29 4.00 1.9.S 1.S4 1.0I 4.'7 S.28 100 
2841 1.63 7."4 3.77 1.0) 1.,.. 1.07 4.63 S.28 100 
120 1.$4 7.23 3.97 1.91 1.57 1.06 4.61 S.27 99 
Sarauc .A.R  1.41 7.16 4.2.4 1.&s 1.41 1.10 4.36 S.26 99 
DK 122 J.S9 7.42 3.61 '·" 1.56 1.10 4.60 S.23 99 
Calzurion 1.S9 7.60 3.56 1.80 I.SS 1.16 4.Sl S.2:2 99 
MTO S&l (a) I.SO 6.<40 4.TI 2 03 l.47 o.u 4.31 5.18 91 
Flint 1.63 6.92 4.19 l.1.5 1.46 1.07 4.31 5.16 97 
SDHS6 (a} 1.63 6.SS 4.41 l.06 1.49 0.90 4.4S S.16 97 
2133 1 . .59 1.so 3 . .k 1.81 l.'3 1.08 4.41 S.lS 97 
Baker l.S8 1.22 3.96 1.11 J.40 0.93 4.15 .s.u 96 
Ctown II 1.63 7.33 3.43 1.13 l.61 1.13 4.'6 s.u 96 
VIP Ui6 7.47 3.4.S l.11 1.,, 1.02 4.27 .S.06 96 
1&32N (a) 1.49 7.02 3.17 1.71 1.,1 1.04 4.16 ,.01 9$ 
WL 21S U2 7.23 3.$0 1.14 1.45 0.98 4.17 S.00 k 
VcmaJ 1.54 6.TI 3.99 1.76 1.'6 0.90 ,.12 4.96 94 
H 1.k (a} I.SS 7.09 3.41 1.13 1.50 1.03 4.3S 4.95 93 
1941N (a) J.S7 7.24 3.19 1.71 1.41 1.03 ,.1s 4.89 92 
APYP as <•> 1.S9 '·" ,.,s 1.,s 1.30 0.61 3.93 4.78 90 
AVERAGE 1.S6 7.19 4.1' l.H l . .k 1.09 '·" ,.30 
MalWity (b) 3.9 4.3 S.2 
W> (0,QS) NS Cs> o,u NS 0 2.1 0.t9 0.61 0 . .56 
(a) � line, not �1 marbled. 
(b) Kalu and P'a: (1983) index. meao u,e by eount. 
(o) NS•Man1 amo.na cultivan • ai,cni&.utly diff'crmt .a tbe 0.05 kNcl of pl'Ob&bility. 
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Table 7. Forage yield of29 alfalfa a&ltivan planted May 12, 1993 • the Northeastern R.esearch Station, 
Watatown, SD. 
m.t ,c of 
Cut l Cut 2 2-0lt 1993 
Cultiyar IL§ 2a& Im.al Averue 
- tons DM I a.ere - · � -
w Garst 645 1.60 1.27 2.89 127 . 
ABI 9126 (a) 1 .S8 1.23 2.80 123 
Dawn 1.58 1.23 2.80 123 
Dominator 1.47 1.22 2.69 118 
Arrow 1.40 1.29 2.68 118 
Dan 1 .43 1.20 2.61 114 
Saranac AR 1.35 l.21 2.59 113 
S262 1.39 1 . 17 2.58 113 
ABI 9222 (a) 1.48 LOS 2.Sl 1 10 
Defiant (b) 1.43 l .07 2.48 109 
WL 322 HQ 1.30 1.14 2.44 107 
STX6 (a) 1.33 1 .05 2.39 10S 
ABI 8939 (a) 1.35 LOS 2.38 104 
Majestic 1.28 1.08 2.37 104 
MS92 (a) 1.30 1.02 2.30 101 
Baker 1.28 1.02 2.30 101 
3452·Ml. 1.30 0.98 2.26 99 
5246 1.30 0.91 2.20 97 
W6040 (a) 1.16 0.98 2.14 94 
WL 323 1 . 16 0.93 2.10 92 
Vernal 1 . 17 0.90 2.09 92 
SDHL I-SSL (a) 1.23 0.85 2.08 9 1  
S454 1.18 0.89 2.0S 90 
LegenDairy 1.18 0.86 2.02 88 
R.iley 1.06 0.81 1.84 81 
Wisyn-C (a) 1.02 0.80 1.82 80 
SDHLl·LLL (a) 0.96 0.68 1.65 73 
SDHL1-SSS (a) 1 .02 0.61 1.64 72 
SDHL1-LLS (a) 1.00 0.56 I.SS 68 
AVERAGE 1.28 1.00 2.28 
Maturity (c) 4.2 2.7 
Ull CQ �l 0.4 .£d}_ 0-40 a�1..2 
(a) Experimental line. not cu.rrent.[y marketed. 
(b) Variety entered as experiment.al. data may not reflect 
performance of commercial seed. 
(c) Kalu and Fick (1983) index, mean stage by count. 
(d) Cultivar main effect significant at the 0.08 level of probability. 
Fora1e Production or Cowpeas and Millets 
E.K. Twidwell, A. Boe, IC.D. Kephart, 
R. Bortnem, and S. Anderson 
Introduction: Many of the peramial gru.,es and lqww commooly ,rown for hay or pasture in 
northeastern South Dakota produce only limited amounts of forage in July and August, 
particularly in dry years. Two species that may provide forage during this time period include 
cowpcu and foxtail millet. Cowpeas are a warm-lCUOII annual legume that have yielded 
between one and three tons per acre in SDSU studies. Foxtail millet is a commonly-grown 
warm�season annual grass in northeastern South Dakota, and generally produce., about two tons 
of forage per acre. Pearl millet is grown for fora,e primarily in the southern Great PJains. 
Limited information is currently available on the productivity of pearl millet in northeastern South 
Dakota. The objective of this study was to detcnninc the effects of harvest date on dry matter 
yield of five cowpea varieties and two millet species. 
Materials and Methods: The cowpea varieties Catjang, Chinese Red, Brabham, Victor, and Red 
Ripper were hand-planted on June 28 into l·row plots measuring 10 feet in length. All varieties 
except Red Ripper were planted at a rate of 20 grams per row. Red Ripper was planted at a rate 
of 25 grams per row because of poor seed quality. •Manta' foxtail millet and 'Mil-Hy' pearl 
millet were hand-planted into 1-row plots measuring 10 feet in length at a rate of 10 grams per 
row. Experimental design was a factorial arrangement of harvest date and variety (cowpeas) or 
species (millet) in a randomized complete block design with four replicates. Harvests occurred 
9, 11, and 13 weeks after planting. For both cowpea and millet studies, the entire row was 
hand-harvested at a 2-inch stubble height. Forage was weighed in the field. A one·pound 
subsample was taken and dried. Forage dry matter yield was calculated from total plot fresh 
weight and dry matter concentration data. 
Results and Discussion; For the cowpea study, there was a significant interaction between variety 
and harvest date (Table 8). Chinese Red had a significantly higher yield than all varieties except 
for Red Ripper on the first harvest date which occurred nine weeks after planting. As harvest 
date was delayed until eleven weeks aft.er planting, all varieties displayed a significant increase 
in forage yield. There was a differenc.e in the magnitude of the yield increase, however, as 
Victor increased 343 lbs/ A, while Catjang increased 1222 lbs/ A. A killing frost occurred twelve 
weeks after planting, causing reduced yields between eleven and thirteen weeks after planting 
(fable 8). On the last harvest date, Catjang and Chinese Red produced the highest yields. These 
results demonstrate that there are differences among cowpea varieties for forage production. 
. • 
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For the millet ltUdy. there was not a significant interaction between species and harvest date. 
The main effects of species and harvest date were significant, however. Averaged across harvest 
dates, pearl millet produced slightly over two times higher forage yield than foxtail millet (Table 
9). Averaged across species, forage yield significantly increased betwCCA nine ud eleven weeks 
after plantin&, but the killing frost that occurred twelve weeks after plantin1 diminished yields 
between eleven and thirteen weeks after planting. 1bese results indicate that pearl millet appears 
to be hiply productive for northeast.em South Dakota. Results in this study were similar to a 
study conducted in 1990 at the N.E. Station (Table 10), in which total forage yield was highest 
for pearl millet. 
MJa s, fCU'lllt ¥1114 or tin WWJA. Yid«• :IL-Qmrc harw.sldat;a. 
wr.e1cs after planeio& 
Yuir&r ,9 11 ll 
lbs/A 
Red Ripper 939 1375 939 
Chinese Red 1253 2150 1412 
Brabham 849 1230 1103 
Catjang 785 2007 1435 
Victor 892 1235 9S4 
LSD (0.05) 344 
Ta1tJ1 R, fm1c YleJ4 et rwa millet mcmn " uvw harym dates •. 
:Week$ after ptantin1 
Sis&ics; 
Foxtail 
Pearl 
Avg. 
' 
1459 
3831 
2645• 
11 D Au. 
---lbs/A-----
2976 2220 221s·· 
6677 4832 5113 
4826 3S26 
·species means significantly different at the 0.01 probability level. 
-rile LSD (0.05) value for comparisons among harvest date means is 891 lbs/A. 
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Table 10. Forage production of millet and sudan, N.E. Station. 1990. 
Piper 'Inle llybnd Pearl Foxtail Siberian Hay 
F.ntry: Sudan Sudan Millet Millet Millet 
lit Cuttin&: i.os· 0.96 1.12 1.0') 1.19 
(30 July) 
2nd Cutting 2.64 2.92 2.83 1.22 0.36 
(regrowth): 
(17 September) 
Total: 3.69 3.88 3.9S 2.31 i.s, 
Flsd.o,c 0.36 
1Avg. of four replications - Tons/A dry mattert seeded 21 June. 
BreecHn1 Alfalfa for Combined WDclllfe Habitat and Foraae Purposes. 
Robin Bortnem, Anid Boe, Kerin Kephart, Su.san Allclerson,and Ed Twidwell 
Introduction: There is expanding interest in the northern Great Plains in the use of alfalfa for 
both wildlife habitat and forage purposes. Pheasants and ducks utilize alfalfa fields as nesting 
sites in spring and early summer in our region. However, bayin& procedures in early June often 
destroy nest.st eggs, and incubating hens. 
Objective; C.omparc alfalfa cultivars with different levels of fall dormancy for yield and quality 
of forage stockpiled until late July to facilitate pheasant and duck production. 
Materials and Methods: This experiment was planted on June S, 1992. The experimental design 
was a randomiz.ed complete block with IS cultivars/germplasms planted in single rows 9 feet long 
and 3 feet apart. The 1993 harvests were taken on July 29 and September 28. Plots were band 
harvested and fresh weights were ta.ken in the field. A subsample was taken for dry weight 
determination and dry matter yield calculations. 
Results and Discussion: First harvest forage yields ranged from 6168 to 3273 lbs/acre for 
'Kuban' and •I).2', respectively. Regrowth forage yields ranged from 3031 to 842 lbslacre for 
'Wisfal' and Kuban, respectively (Table 11). In aencraI, those cultivars/germplasms that had 
Siberian yellow-flowered alfalfa as their major genetic source produced the greatest amount of 
forage in this system where first harvest was delayed until late July. Kuban, Wisfal, and the 
CSU population are yellow-flowered alfalfas that are very wintahardy and drought tolerant. 
•cimarron' is a purple-flowered cultivar that was selected for disease resistance and yield under 
a multiple-cut hay production system. The relatively high regrowth production by Wisfal was 
surprising since yellow·flowered types are usually more dormant than purple--flowered types after 
the first harvest, especially if it occurs in mid to late summer. The major reduction in 
productivity after the first harvest, as exemplified by the low regrowth yield of Kuban, is more 
typical of yellow-flowered strains. 
... 
These results suggest that it should be possible to identify alfalfa cultivars or gennplasms 
well suited to a 1 • or 2-cut system that would provide habitat for wildlife in the spring and early 
summer and abundant forage after young gamebirds have fledged. Forage quality data will be 
obtained from samples collected from all cultivars/germplasms on both harvest dates. 
Table 11. Forage yields of IS alfalfa cutivars/gamplasms harvested on July 29 and September 
28, 1993. 
Cultivar/germplasm 29 July 
HmeiLda� 
28 Sept. 
- lbs/acre -
AFYF1 4540 2622 
Alfagraze2 3849 29(,() 
USDA/CSlP S385 2155 
Cimarron2 4113 2991 
D·21 3273 1527 
Kuban• 6168 842 
Lada.k 
652 4111 2426 
Norseman' 4417 2376 
SDHI...1 3738 2151 
Smith1s6 3657 1808 
ns1 4051 2051 
Teton' 4359 2061 
Travois2 4533 2172 
Vcrnal2 3722 2472 
Wisfal7 5276 3031 
LSD (0.05) 726 
1 South Dakota State University germplasm 
2 Commercially available cultivars 
' 1CoJQAdo Stak tJ� gumplasm 
• rOdliwr hm dlt ronru:r sovw Union, Sl:Cd not JViilab!e 5 10Jd culdwan. 11:ie(f lt'l.01 :readily availabl� 
,1 �d � oblam!d from Bud Smith, � SD. 
" Uni�sity of Wisamsin g� 
Total 
dry matter 
ff/A) 
3.58 
3.40 
3.77 
3.SS 
2.40 
3.51 
3.27 
3.40 
2.94 
2.73 
3.05 
3.21 
3.35 
3.10 
4.15 
FLAX 
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1993 Flax, Canola. and Crambe Variety Trials 
at the Northeast Research Statton 
Kathleen A. Grady 
A yield trial of released flax varieties and experimental lines from SD, ND and Canada was 
grown at the Northeast Research Station and two other locations in 1993. The purpose of the 
trial was to provide performance data on released varieties to producers and compare 
perf onna.nce of experimental lines to established checks in order to identify possible new 
varieties. 
In 1993, 4S experimental lines from the SDSU flax breeding program were tatecl against 1S 
named varieties (che.cks) and 2 advanced lines from ND and Canada. The trial was seeded on 
May 11 and May 1S, 1993 at Webster and the Northeast Farm, respectively. Experiment design 
at both locations was a randomized complete block with 3 replications. Plots consisted of 7 rows 
14.S ft. long spaced 7 in. apart. Stands were good. 
The growing season was abnormally cool and wet, particularly at the Northeast Farm, where 
waterlogged soils caused some stunting and ycllowing of plots. There was considerable lodging 
in some plots at Webster. Plots at Webster were straight-combined with a Wintersteiger plot 
combine. The plots at the Northeast Farm were harvested by cutting the middle three rows of 
each plot with a bundle cutter, then drying and threshing the bundles. 
Yield, flowering, height and lodging data on the 62 entries in the test arc presented in Table 12. 
The average yield across all varieties was 23.1 bu/ A at the NE Farm and 23. 7 bu/ A at Webster. 
This was about 10 bu/ A less than similar tests at the 2 locations in 1992. The highest yielding 
che.cks in 1993 were McDuff at Webster and Neche at the NE Farm (28.1 and 27.S bu/A, 
respectively). The highest yielding experimental at Webster was SD91FS6 at 31. l bu/ A, while 
at the NE Farm it was SD91F98, which yielded 28.4 bu/A. 
CANQLA 
A yield trial of seven canola varieties was grown at the Northeast Research Station in 1992 and 
1993. All the varieties were of the Argentine type (BQSsica Q&PuS) and included three hybrid 
canolas. The test was se.ecfed on May lS, 1993. 
Plots consisted of seven rows approximately 60 ft. long spaced 7 in. apart. All plots were cut 
back to SO ft. just before harvest to minimize end effe.cts. Stands were good. 
Growing conditions remamed cool and excessively wet dlJog,gbom mo.st of the season. Some 
stunting was apparent due to waterlogged soils. Plott were barveited on two different dates due 
to maturity differences among the seven varieties. All plots were straight-combined with a 
Wintersteiger plot combine. 
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Seed yields (1993 and 1992), plant height, days to flower and maturity data are presented in 
Table 13. There were no significant differences in yield among the seven varieties in 1993 
(average of 1201 lbs/ A). 1993 oil data are not yet available. 
CllAMBE 
A yield trial of nine Crambe varieties was seeded at the Northeut R.aearch Station on May lS. 
1993. Crambe is a relativcJy new oilseed crop that bas bad limited commercial. production in 
North Dakota Ii.nee 1991. Crambe is a member of the mustard family and its aeed yields an 
industrial oil high in erucic acid. 
The Crambe plots seeded at the Northeast Research Station in 1993 had good initial stands but 
drowned out lat.er in the season. 
Tablo 12. it..alta of tho flu variety trial ,rowD at the WISertaWn. Norlbout lt.eeclludl Station aod .a 
Weblter, SD in 1993. 
Ori,m· Sood Yield {tiijlX'j O.y• to Hoij)it (cm) Lod,ma# 
Vltiety YMt Wcbltr Wtrtwn Flower \Veblar Wa.rtwn (1-9) 
UNOTI CAN* 16.5 23.J• 58 62 S7 s.o 
DUFFER.IN CAN-75 18.4 22.0 59 78 53 5.7 
FLOR Nl).81 19.2 21.4 60 6S 51 4.3 
MCGREGOR CAN-82 27.2• 23.2 62 78 58 1.7 
I.AHAB SD·85 25.8 24.1• 58 71 53 2.3 
LINTON Nl).85 18.4 18.S SI 68 48 6.3 
NECHE ND·88 26.6 27.S• S8 74 S4 2.7 
PROMPT SD-89 21.4 22.3 51 64 56 3.0 
DAY SD·90 18.S 20.8 58 72 Sl 3.7 
OMEGA ND-90 17.8 20.8 63 66 52 3.3 
SOMME CAN·90 lS.3 :21.9 S9 71 59 6.0 
FLANDERS CAN·90 2.6.3 2S.2• 62 72 55 4.0 
LINOR.A CAN·92 26.2 26.t• 60 67 54 3.0 
VE.RNE 93 SD-93 18.9 21.• S8 68 53 4.3 
MCDUFF CAN-93 28.l• 2.2.Z 60 12 60 1.7 
Cl 3297 SD-exp. 30.3• 21.l 58 74 49 1.7 
Cl 3301 ND-exp. 23.0 25.0• S9 77 SS 5.0 
Cl 3312 SD-oxp. 23.8 24.7• 61 15 57 3.0 
CI 3314 SD-exp. 2S.S 26.8• 59 16 SS 3.3 
CI 3318 CAN-oxp. 21.S 23.8• 61 71 57 3.7 
SD91A16 SD-exp. 26.8• 19.4 59 72 5-' 2.3 
SD91A49 SD-exp. 27.3• 23.t 59 77 S9 1.7 
SD91A50 SD-ap. 24.7 24. t• 61 77 SI 2.3 
SD9lAS2 SD-exp. 24.8 20.2 61 16 52 1.7 
SD91A53 SD-exp. 27.8• 25.3• S9 69 55 3.0 
SD91A56 SD-exp. 26.6 21.6 61 71 49 2.7 
SD91A85 SD-exp. 19.6 24.8• 56 61 49 4.7 
SD91B3S SD-exp. 26.2 24.7• 62 81 51 3.7 
SD91B39 SD-11xp. 2ai.7 21.s• 60 77 62 3.0 
SD91B42 SD-exp. 27.8• 23.1 60 16 S7 1.7 
SD91B44 SD-exp. 26.l 20.3 58 73 56 1.0 
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Table 12. llcilulc. of the ft&l v&rilty trial amwn at lbe W.aertown. Northeut R.eMllrdl S&uioa ad at 
Wol.aer, SD in 1993 (CODt.). 
1brijii- SaiITii:ld cowXJ 
Variety YMc -=wa.& WEffl\lA 
sbhls.4 SD-Gp. 2A.2 22.0 
SD91B69 SD-Gp. 24.0 25.S• 
SD91C1S SJ>.«cp. 20.4 19.6 
SD91C4S SD-exp. 21.7 21.4 
SD91C'M 51).up. 21.1• 2:2.7 
SD91C48 SD-Gp. 27.S• 21.7 
SD91°'9 SD-a:p. 28.3• 24.3• 
SD91a6 SD-exp. tS.4 20.4 
Sl:>91016 SD-ap. 23.2 27.0* 
SD911>44 so.exp. 12.l 28.0* 
SD91DS1 SI)..ap. 23.0 20.3 
SD91DS2 SD-exp. 25.4 2:2.6 
SD91DS4 SD-exp. 21.S 2:2.9 
SD91DS7 SD-e•p. 23.7 19.a 
SD91D71 SD-e•p. 18.1 23.0 
SD91D92 SD-oxp. 28.4• 23.7• 
SD91D93 SD-exp. '1J). 7 20.9 
SD91E31 SD-exp. 26.0 24.9• 
SD91E39 Sl'>-cltp. 25.8 24.4• 
SD91E42 SI)..ap. 27.8• 24.9• 
SD91E44 SD-exp. 20.2 21.0 
SD91E46 SD-oxp. 24.8 20.l 
SD91E47 SD-exp. 24.6 24.4• 
SD91E99 SD-exp. 17.7 24,3• 
SD91F41 so ... xp. 23.0 23.4 
SD91FS6 SD-exp. 31.t• 25.6• 
SD91F77 SD-exp. 24.0 '1J>.6 
SD91F78 SD-exp. 23.0 24.6• 
SD91F82 SD-exp. 23.0 23.3 
SD91F9l SD-exp. 21.2• 21.3 
SD91F98 SD-exp. 25.7 28.4• 
MEAN 23.7 23.1 
LSD .OS 4.3 4.9 
c.v. 11.3 13.2 
.D.l)W IO 
Plowar 
e 
SS 
SI 
58 
61 
61 
63 
58 
6S 
64 
61 
62 
S6 
60 
S7 
53 
S6 
S8 
58 
S9 
60 
62 
62 
58 
sa 
60 
63 
62 
63 
S4 
6S 
60 
2 
2.1 
Jmptl� 
WWW Wcmm 
fl D 
65 ., 
63 47 
64 50 " $5 
76 54 '° $6 
67 S4 
78 59 
80 63 
n 56 
19 56 
67 so 
75 56 
66 SS 
63 S4 
61 S4 
74 57 
74 56 
74 S3 
74 52 
76 Sl 
13 58 
64 54 
71 53 
73 S4 
73 51 
69 53 
15 52 
6S S4 
78 SS 
72 S4 
s s 
4.2 5.7 
* IDdi� a variety that WM iD the top yieldinj poup at dllt location. bued m the LSD .OS. 
# LodJini at Webstcr. Rated on. a ecalc of 1 to 9. where 1 • no lodpni lDd 9 • 
complctdy 1oc1,cc1. 
Giditiji 
(l-9) 
4.3 
$.3 
2.3 
3.0 
2.3 
2.7 
1.7 
3.3 
,4.7 
4.7 
4.0 
3.0 
1.7 
l.7 
4.3 
1.7 
1.3 
2.3 
2.7 
3.0 
S.3 
2.7 .., 
6.7 
s.o 
2.0 
3.0 
5.7 
2.3 
1.0 
2.7 
3.3 
2.1 
40.4 
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Table 13. it.ulta of the 1992 llld 1993 canola yieW tri.111 at die Wl&el1a'lln Nodbeut it.audl Station. 
Yield (lbll A) 
Variety 19§) 00 
Byoli 41 1410 21S9 
Hyola 401 1356 2392 
ICNO 32 1256 2078 
W611W' 1087 1968 
Le,-d 926 1912 
Alao 922 1940 
Olobll 1448 1517• 
Mea 1201 199°5 
LSD .OS DS 440 
c.v. 17.2 12.4 
Date lllded: May is. 1993 
Experi.mmt deep: RCB with 3 rq,lic:aliou 
biye so 
� 
46.0 
48.0 
50.0 
51.3 
48.7 
50.7 
52.0 
49.5" 
0.9 
1.1 
iieijiii 
(cm) 
IS 
78 
71 
84 
82 ., 
19 
83 .. 
7.4 
Day1 10 
Mtlu.rity 
99.1 
102.3 
104.3 
101.0 
101.() 
101.0 
108.0 
102.s 
1.3 
0.7 
Ana barv.aod: 50 ft. X 4.67 ft. (Ill plOCI 11niibt-combined with a W� plot combiDe). 
Introduction 
1993 Sunflower Plantlna Date Study at Turton. SD 
Kathleen A. Grady 
Harvat 
Date 
8127 
8127.9/3 
913.8/27 
8/27 
1/27 
8127 
913 
Planting date is an important management decision for sunflower producers. Optimizing seeding 
date can maximize seed yield and oil content and may reduce inputs by escaping or reducing 
insect damage. In a year when delayed planting or replanting after hail damage is necessary, the 
question also arises of how late sunflower can be planted and still achieve reasonable yield and 
oil levels. 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of planting date on the seed yield, oil 
content and agronomic traits of sunflower hybrids of varying maturitits. 
Matedab and Methom 
Four sunflower hybrids were selected for this study: 
1) Sunwheat 101-an early dwarf hybrid generally maturing about 2 weeks earlier than 
USDA Hybrid 894. 
2) USDA 894--a conventional height hybrid of medium maturity. 894 was the industry 
standard for a number of years. 
3) Northrup King S·l296-conventional height hybrid slightly earlier than 894. 
4) Pioneer 6440-conventional height hybrid later than 894. 
The study was conducted at one location in 1993, near Turton, SD {Spink County). The four 
hybrids were planted at four dates (May 21, June 10, June 21 and July 6). Plots consisted of six 
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rows of each hybrid planted at each date, replicated four times. Rows were 23 ft. long, spaced 
30 in. apart. Plots were overseeded and thinnc:d to approximately 18,000 plants/acre. 
Birds began feeding in the plots when the first planting date was nearing completion of flowering. 
Plants in the middle two rows of each plot were therefore bagged shortly after flowering to 
protect from further bird damage. However. 1be first planting date of the earliest hybrid 
(Sunwhcat 101) was already too damaged to &et an accurate mcuure of seed yield. 
The middle two rows of each plot were hand-harvested and threshed. Yield and test weight were 
recorded and oil was determined on an oven-dry sample with a Newport NMR and converted to 
a 10% moisture basis. 
Jtaults u4 J>l,clmlon 
The growing season was much cooler and wetter than normal. The first Jcilling frost (for 
sunflower) occurred on October 8, although plants may have been damaged by lighter frosts as 
early as September 14. Mean seed yield, test weight, days to flower, plant height, lodging, % 
oil and oil yield are presented in Tables 14-20. 
Generally there was not much difference in seed yield between the first three planting dates, 
except for the latest hybrid, Pioneer 6440, which yielded significantly lower when planted after 
June 10 (Table 14). All four hybrids gave poor yields when planted on July 6. 
Pioneer 6440 yielded significantly higher than USDA 894 and NK S· 1296 at the May 21 planting 
date (I.5D.OS=293 lbs/A) but there were no significant differences in seed yield among Pioneer 
6440, NK S-1296 and USDA 894 at the other three dates of planting. Sunwheat 101 yielded 
significantly less than the other three hybrids when planted on June 10 and June 21 and showed 
no yield advantage at the July 6 date. 
Test weights for the four hybrids are contained in Table lS. Test weight of all hybrids decreased 
as planting date increased, with significantly lower test weights when planting was delayed past 
June 10. 
There was no significant difference in oil content between the May 21 and June 10 dates for any 
of the hybrids except Sunwheat 101, which had higher oil when planted on June 10 (fable 19). 
But oil content did decrease notably at the two latest dates of planting. Oil yield (calculated by 
multiplying seed yield by oil content) averaged across hybrids also decreased significantly as 
planting date increased from June 10 to July 6 (Table 20). 
The results of this study indicate that under similar environmental conditions as those experienced 
at Turton, SD in 1993, reasonable yields can be expected with both early maturing and 
conventional maturity hybrids when planted as late as June 21. Test weight, oil content and oil 
yield, however, begin to drop off if seeding is delayed past June 10. Even very early maturing 
hybrids give poor yield and oil content when planted as late as July 6, at least under 
environments similar to this study. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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Further testing is planned for 1994, with more dates (s&arting around May 1) and an additional 
location. 11'e effect of planting date on insect damage u well u yield and oil a>nte.nt will be 
investigated. 
Table 14. Yield (lbl/A) of 4 mmftowar hybrids pbmtod at 4 dates at Turtcn, 
Dale 
June 10 
June 21 
July 6 
Hybrid MOID 
LSD .OS 
Sllllw&.i 101 
1405' •• 
1380 a 
671 b 
308 
liiinii:: OD limn 
i)'bm 
UsbXik Nk S-1296 
I 
IMS 1  2168 • 
1m , l0(1J .. 
5C9 1t 7'14 � 
lffl 1672 
JOI -
RIIIID � WB - . 
SD ill 1993. 
Pioneer &US 
Ii 
2120 .  
1895 b 
"7 c 
17.tO 
308 
Table 1S. Tell weiaht (lbs/Bu) of 4 IUDflower hybrids plantod at 4 dates at Twtocl, SD in 1993. 
i 
Da.te Sunwbeat 101 
- - - -
'""J l.1 ... ·--
June 10 2:&.1 1 
June 21 23.9 b 
July 6 19.J c 
Hybrid Mean 24.2 
LSD .05 1.9 
IIUDCI QQ 1111111 -
B 
USDA 894 
. I 
29.0 b 
26.7 c 
16.6 d 
26.0 
1.9 
Nk s-1196 
• 
29.8 a 
27.6 b 
19.8 c 
26.8 
1.9 
Picw6oW> 
30.IJ .. 
28.5 • 
22.9 b 
U.7 c 
24.0 
1.9 
Table 16. Days to flower of 4 IUllfiowu hybrid, plamed at 4 4at.N at Turton, SD in 1993. 
� '/ -
Date Sllll'\ilhGll J Q l USDA bi NirS:m6 �64'40 
oa• 1 • I IC I 
62. b U c- ISS' a,  M c  
June 21 70 I '' b '11 ._ Ti b  
July 6 S1 ;  63 d 59 c M ,d 
Hybrid Mean u 69 61 71 
LSD .OS l I 1 JI 
1947 a 
1786 a 
620 b 
176 
&I.e. 
MeaD.1 
. 1.1 11i 
28.4 b 
2S.3 c 
17.6 d 
25.3 
0.9 
� If-
Meau 
• 
16,i ,c 
'lJ b 
fl d 
,1 
o., 
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Table 17. Plant boipt (CDS) of <4 amflower hybrid, planted It 4 clatell at 'l'w1m. SD in 1993. 
Date SunwbNt Uh '0!15X D1 PiCIWJt 6440 
1 1 I" ]'3 ,1 a I _. 
lune 10 lU •  J13 .I 115 • llJ I 
Jum 21 !Ol a 160 b 17J 11 171 .a 
July 6 Ull 11. 169 a l'l• ii 166 11 
Hybrid MMD 109 161 111 116 
LSD .OS t 9 i ' 
• IIIDI& ... .iil:ll- � � y 
Table 18. Loqia, (1') of 4 amftowcr llybridt pllmod It 4 cfafel at Turtm. SD in 1993. 
-, 
Dale 
June 10 
June 21 
July 6 
Hybrid Meu 
LSD .OS 
§iiiwheet db 
'19 ll 
l b  
1 �  
u ' 
• Oili:II" 111 •!hi 1111&! auam 
Bylfflll 
tJ§15A IA Rf §:12.R JSici., 6440 • • 
S 'b  I lb 1 .  
J b  l b  2' • 
ll .a_ Ith L II 
15 6 l 
6 ' ' 
isln'-.m- lll'lt . � ., 11R111 111 5 
Table 19. Oil coa.talt (Ii) or 4 IUDftower bybrida plaaled al <4 da&et at Turton.. SD in 1993. 
� • !I • i 40.3 11 4). .. 
June 10 37.0 a 39.6 a ,1.1 a 45 1 
June 21 32.8 b 36.3 b 37.6 b 37.-4 b 
July 6 27.0 c 26.3 c 30.1 c 26.6 r. 
Hybrid MND 32.6 35.8 
LSD .OS 1.8 1.8 
GUI I.It W W collilftD ��m JIOt . 
Pl,I. 
Dido 
Mea1 
11!61 
160 I 
154, ·� 
U4 1J 
1151 ' 
[fjJj: 
MClllli 
n a  
'l b  
6 1,  
116, 
] 
• I 
.O,_IJ " 
li.O � 
2,..s ,f 
'" 
l 
-p2i-
Tlble 20. Oil yield (lbl/A) of 4 � b,t,riill p&mte4 at 4 .._ It Turtan, SD in 1993. 
Due 
June 10 
June 21 
July 6 
Hybrid Meu 
LSD .05 
SvDw&.i 101 
520 &• 
$ a  
liltt b  
UI 
omxm 
699 1 
790 a 950 •  
67S a 7'7 1> 
14S b 234 c  
S77 '60 
118 118 
Soybean Row Space Study 
J. Smolik and A. Heuer 
Hon.rUlo 
lVl I 
943 a 
7101> 
130 c 
702 
118 
mf&nat-.. .  - I 
"* 
MC!lllll 
801 a 
649 b 
174 c 
68 
The objective of this study was to measure the effect of row space on soybean yield. 
Soybeans (var. Simpson) were planted on IS May at 180.000 Xtt.d.s/A in 30 or 36 inch rows. 
Plots were four rows wide and (J() feet long. Lu.so D at 7 lbs/ A actual was banded at planting 
and all plots were cultivated twice. Treatments were replicated three times in a randomized 
complete block design. 
There was no significant difference in yield between the 30• and 36.. row spacings. 
Table 21. Effect of row spacing on soybean yield. 
Row Space 
30" 
3611 
•Average of three replications. 
Yield (Bu/ A) 
2s.s· 
27.3 
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19'3 NE Research Farm Soybean Fuapdde Seed Treatment Trial 
Dale Gallenber&, Roy Sc.GU and Mary 1bompson 
INTRODUcnON 
Seed quality and aced/seedling disea.ia are factors which can affect soybean stand establishment 
and yield. 1be purpose of this study was to test the effects of various fungicide seed treatments 
in combination with different quality seed source.1 on stand count and ultimate yield in soybeans. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
On May 13, 1993, 4 reps of 10 treatments, (40 plots) of soybeans we.re planted at the NE 
Research Fann. Plots were 4 rows wide, spaced at 30•, approximately 20 feet long. The two 
scec:l aourca used were: 1) Sturdy, lot 991; 89� aernwwion; 38� A.A. (accelerated aging) 
(designated Poor Quality Seed) and 2) Sturdy, lot 892; 81 � germination; 81 � A.A. (designated 
Good Quality Seed). The five treatments applied were: 1) Untreated, 2) Prevail at 3 oz/bu, 
3) Vitavax 200 FL at 4 fl oz/cwt, 4) Apron-Terraclor + Kodiak HB at 2.S oz/bu + 2.4 oz/bu 
and 5) Apron-Terraclor at 2.S oz/bu. Stand counts were taken on October 18 and the plots were 
harvested on October 18, 1993. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Stand count. yield and test weight results are given in Table 22. Within a given seed source 
there were no statistically significant differences when any of the treatments were compared to 
the check. When comparing the same fungicide seed treatment across seed IOW'CCS, there were 
no significant differences. 
In this particular study, seed quality and fungicide seed treatment did not appear to have an effect 
on stand count, yield or test weight. 
Table 22. 1993 Soybean Seed Treatment Trials 
Yield 
Treatment (J>u/A) 
(Good Seed) 
Untreated 33.4 
Prevail 39.9 
Vitavax 200 FL 2S.3 
Apron-Temclor + Kodiak HB 25.2 
Apron-Tcrraclor 29., 
(Poor Seed) 
Untreated 39.3 
Prevail 40.S 
Vitavax 200 FL 33.3 
Apron-Tcrraclor + Kodiak HB 33.2 
Apron-Terraclor 34.4 
l.SD<.05l 8.9 
Test Weight Stand Count 
Qblbu) cmantslml 
S6.1 15.1 
56.4 17.1 
57.3 12.9 
57.1 13.1 
56.8 14.S 
SS.6 lS.3 
S6.1 14.5 
55.8 15.8 
S3.4 15.9 
S6.S 17.1 
3.2 5.1 
• 
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W.E.E.D. PROJECT DEMONSTRATION 
L J. Wrace, P. O. JGbmon, D. A. Vos, and S. A. Waper 
Evaluation and extension �on plots � wml mnmt diJa 1or northeast.em 
South Dakota. The W.E.E.D. JBognmt mcludel cwnpariau of llhdm treatment.I for all major 
crops and experimental herbicides available for initial evaluation. 
� plots pmvide sfde..b}'-:ihk eompariams. lllta UNd are lhose lat JUitcd for 
the weed and soil.. t.Y,pe. Plots are IM.luatrd fw weed control ud aap ·� Y"ldAb are 
harvested from replicated tests. Data collected are summarized over several years to provide a 
more accurate measurement of cxpccted performance. These plots are used for tours and are the 
basis for educational material. 
1 .  Com Herbicide Demonstration 
2. Soybean Herbicide Demonstration 
3. Evaluation of Foxtail Control in Spring Wheat 
4. Flax Herbicide Demonstration 
S. Sunflower Herbicide Demonsttation 
6. Edible Bean Herbicide Demonstration 
7. Alfalfa Demonstration 
Experimental Herbicide Evaluation Iem 
Experimental Grass and Broadleaf Herbicides Corn 
Experimental Grass and Broadlcaf Herbicides Soybeans 
Evaluation Postemergence Broadleaf Herbicides Com 
Control of Volunteer Winter Wheat in No-Till 
Herbicide perfolllWlce levels in demonstration plots in 1993 exceeded the 3--year by 5 to 
10� for several treatments. Weed pressure was uniform; soil moisture provided uniform crop 
and weed emergence in test areas. Demonstration plots were established in grain stubble that 
was fall chiseled. 
First week precipitation (.66 in) was near optimum for the 1993 seaJOn. Nearly ,0% of 
the corn and soybean herbicide treatments provided at least 90% foxtail control. Data from these 
tests are especially important as producers consider 1CVeral new herbicide programs that have 
EPA approval for 1994. Visual percent control ratings are presented for com and soybean 
herbicide in the following tables. 
The cooperation and assistance from station personnel is acknowledged. Extension 3&ents 
identify needs, assist with tours, and utiliz.e the data in producer programs. 
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Data reported In this publication are results from fteld tests that Include labeled 
product uses, experimental products or experimental rates, comblnatlom or other unlabeled 
uses for herbiclde products. Refer to the appropriate weed control tact sheet available from 
county extension offices for herbicide recommendations. 
Mio U.JCwn,_llcmiiidQ Pc� 
IMUJiaH lb/A tea. 
P1lEtLANT IN'QRPOllAIEJ2 
Check 
EndiCGO 4(4.75 pt*) 
Endicano+ atlv.i.ne+ Bladex 4+ .S+ l.S 
Eradic.:anc+ Swpu, 3+.75 
Endicane+Surpua l+ l.S 
Suwt+ 4 
SHAI I O!l EB.EEL-ANT m,QRPORATEQ 
Dual 2.S 
Lasso 3 
Frontier 1.S(l.6 pt*) 
Slat ltJ.W fR:EPLANT .QlOOllaRAilID & POn:E�GEN�-,2 
" Grft  
2t:JJ/9J 
0 
78 " 
83 
87 
85 
86 
80 
83 
Bladex&Ac.cen.t +COC + 28" 2&.0313(.66 o�)+.7S"+.4"91 
f8iiME89ffiG 
Anzine 2 90 
Bladex 3 91 
Dual 2.5 87 
Dual 1.67 83 
l..aMo 3 88 
Lasso 2 80 
Prowl l.5 69 
Ramrod 6 74 
Harness Plus 2.25(2.6 pt*) 88 
Swpess 2.25(2.8 pt•) 90 
Fron&.icr 1.S(l.6 pt•) 89 
lwncls Plue+ Battalion 2+.3 89 
Bro.dstriko/Dv.al 2.166(2.25 pt•) 91 
l..uao+ Bladox +alnzine 2+ 1.S+.S 84 
Dual+ Bladex + atnzine 2+1.S+.S 9S 
Swpua + Bladex +atrazine 2+1.S+.S 92 
Frontier+ Bladex +atnziae 1 + 1.S+.S 93 
EARLY POSTEMEBOENCE 
Prowl +atruine 1.S+l 69 
Prowl+ Bladex 1.S+t.S 81 
Prowl+ Blldex +a&nz.ine t.5+1.S+.S 85 
Prowl+ Mark.Iman 1.S+l.4(3.5 pt•) 81 
Atrazine + COC t.S+l qt as 
BJadex + X • 77 2+.s� 84 
" haw  3-Yt. Ave. 
1}23(jJ � lillf 
0 0 () 
19 79 S6 
97 88 88 
86 
11 
66 81 4S 
11 80 S6 
as 78 64 
82 
91 83 86 
97 15 97 
87 73 83 
49 80 43 
42 73 44 
59 82 49 
so 77 39 
84 64 66 
47 16 so 
68 87 66 
76 89 68 
63 
89 
78 
92 74 71 
95 76 69 
91 81 76 
96 
94 52 89 
84 63 88 
92 
96 
98 64 96 
86 1S 69 
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Blaclex+llnlino+X·'n l.S+.S+.S1' 90 92 
Pffllllior+ AcoeaJ +Clarity+ .t.4+.01S6(.33 or)+.4+ 
X-'n+281 .2Sl+41 17 94 
limEMERGmtCE IL 1:AKLI P0!1'EMPR�EKCt 
PromiCI'+ Blllvel l.S+.S 94 93 
Ptomier+Clarity+ 281 l.S+.S+41 92 '6 
Ramrod&.Toqh +alnDne 4&.45+.6 89 91 87 87 
.Ramrod&Buavel 4&.S 15 91 78 '4 
fltl!'EMERDB!m.& Pe$'fEMERGiN'Cb 
�el -1&.2S n 95 72 16 
J.wmQd&l,+,]) IIDine 4&.S 74 72 73 S3 · 
llnliDo+COC 4&.S2 + .S2 + 1 qt 91 92 78 74 
llamroUr.Buctri+muine 4&..2S+.s 90 12 18 76 
Ramrod&Banvol +ldavlne 4&.2S+.s 93 96 16 81 
l.amrod&.Smcol-+ BID.vet 4&.094+.25 87 91 
R.umod&BCH56331 +281 4&.94+2 qt 89 93 
lwmod&.shot,un 4&1.21 '4 98 
lwnrod&Permit + X-77 4&.032 +.SI 88 .. 
ltamrocS&.BeKOD + Banvel + X-77 "'.0178+.12'+.25 84 93 
PQSJEMER,GENCE 
Reeource+ Acc:mt + 
COC+281 .0107+.0313+1 qt+2 qt 93 61 
Accaat +coc+ 2s I .0313 +11'+41 95 42 
EARLI EQ�IEME&aEN�E A POSTEMERQENCE 
Accent+ Coe+ 28 I& .0156+ t ,r; +41 
Ac::ccnt +COC + 28 I &.0156 + 1 tJ +4 I 93 61 
PQSTEMERGENCE 
Acccat+COC+281 .0156+21 +41 86 49 
�+Clarity+ 
X·77+281 .0313+.S+.25'5 +2 qt .. 96 -
�+Beacon+ 
COC+281 .0156+.0178+ 1 •+•• 95 S6 
(.33 or.•)+(.38 or.-) 
LSD (.OS) 13 22 
PPI&PRE: S/17193 Gtft • Groen Poxtail 
EPOST: 6111193 Pesw • Pcanaylvlllia Smartwecd 
POST: 712/93 
lwnlaU: 
1st week .66 iDcha 
... •Product/ A 2nd wa:k .06 iDc:hee 
.33. 
J'lbJi: ,t4, kYW Ea\u1ro:, Pnmestnti,o:n 
imbD!QI lb/A tcl, 
PREPLANT Jl'i�RPOBAI.El2 
Chedc 
Prowl+ Pun:uit .87.5+.063 
Pwwit .063(4 oz•) 
Tretlan .15 
SonaJan I 
Prowl l.25 
Tnfla. +Scm/1..ox .75+.38 
Tndlu + Punuit .7S+.063 
Brwdstrikcl'I'reflaa .91(2 pt' 
Prowl+ Punuit 1.25 + .032(2 o� 
Prowl+ Pursuit+ Sen\Lex .81S+.032+.25 
Treflan+ F628S .7S+.37.5 
�HALLOW lB.EeLA.ID' lli�QRPORA TEQ 
Lasso 3 
Dual 2.S 
Fiontier 1.5(1.6 pt•) 
Dual+ Punuit l.25+.063 
lMso+ Treflan 2+.25 
Ul,550 + Punm.it 2+ .063 
Command+ P628S .7S(l.S pt,+.25 
SHALLQW ll.Efl.AHI Iii tQSTEMQBQJi!�i�E 
Command&.Pinnaclo + X-77 .75&.0039(.25 oz•)+.259' 
IIUiP;bA.NL INCQRPORA tliD & PREEMDCii'NCE 
Treflan + Sen\Lox&Scn\Lex .7S+.2S&.38 
Treflan&Sal\Lex .15&.S 
PGPLANT ltiC'2:RPOB.r�TEil � ID� ;M]i�GEN£i 
Punuit&.Pwswt + sun-It n + 28" .032&.0.032+1 qt+l qt 
Prowl&Punuit +Sua-lt D + 28 9' 1&.063+ 1  qt+l qt 
EREEMERQEH� 
Lasso 3 
Dual 2.S 
Frontier 1.S 
Punuit .063 
l..u8o + Sen\Lex 2+.s 
Dual+ Sen\Lex 2+.s 
Lasso+ Pursuit 2+.063 
Lu&o+Command 2+.7S 
Broadstrike/Dwu 2.166(2.25 pt•) 
Lasso+ Lorox 2+1 
" Yoft " Pesw  3-Yr. Ave. 
7123/93 7123193 {it ldlf 
0 0 0 0 
97 99 91 96 
94 99 8S 95 
86 93 87 78 
82 80 88 83 
77 78 82 49 
16 95 16 16 
97 99 ,.. 94 
87 97 
91 98 87 8S 
91 99 
87 9S 
74 6S 73 53 
82 63 78 42 
83 73 
91 97 
78 68 15 51 
92 93 
87 92 
83 95 
93 97 90 91 
9Z 9S 89 86 
96 96 
98 93 
89 72 8S 48 
93 53 87 39 
95 68 
87 91 80 91 • 
91 93 87 77 
95 92 86 73 
97 97 91 88 
89 87 
16 87 
86 73 71 so 
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PRDYE&QBtig; & fQSJ2blti&Qml� 
�t+Sun-It U+2'� 
I UIO&Bansna +COC 
huo&Blaar+ X·77 
L-,&Cobn+COC 
hNOctcBlatM+a...,nn+X-77 
Lauo&.Pinnacle+ X • 77 
l..a&lo&.ClAlli + X-77 
�+Clulic+ 
X·77 
l..-eo&.:81-,nn + Punuit+COC 
l...u&o&.Pumlcto+ Punuit + X-77 
L.uao&R.e.owoe+Cobna +coc 
11seo&RMOUn:e+ Colma +coc 
E.Aill.�GENCE 
Pout Pbu+COC 
Pout Plus 
Option II+COC 
Seloct+COC 
F\llilade+ COC 
FWlioo+COC 
Assure n +coc 
Punuit+Sun.-It Il+28� 
Pursuit 
2&..063+1 qt+l qt 
2&1+1 qt 
2&.38+.s� 
2&..2(.1 pt•)+.5 qt 
2&..3s+.2S+.s• 
2&.0039(.25 o�)+.2S� 
2&..0117(.7' oz4')+.2.S• 
2&.0039+.�2(.33 �+ .2S. 
2&.S + .032 + 1 qt 
2&..0039 + .047 + .25 • 
2&.0264+.094+.s• 
2&..0264 + .094 + .s" 
.2(1.6 pt•)+ l qt 
.2 
.079(.8 pt-)+ l qt 
.094(6 oz*)+ 1 qt 
.187(1.S pe->+ 1 qt 
.166(.S pt•)+ 1 qt 
.048(7 oz•)+ l qt 
.063+1 qt+l qt 
.063(4 oz-) 
Po.ut Plus+Bar+B&aaa,,m.+COC .3+.25+.S+l qt 
As.sure Il + PinDacle +Classic+ X-77 .062 + .0039 + .0039 + .25" 
EASLY tQSiiMEB.QEHCi & lQ�IEMERQEH� 
Galuy+Dash He& .46(1 pt•)+ .s qt.& 
Pout PIWl+GaJuy+Da&b HC .188+ .-46+ .s qt 
LSD (.OS) 
98 
90 
87 
87 
88 
81 
89 
87 
94 
89 
81 
81 
94 
95 
94 
94 
92 
9:S 
91 
94 
79 
94 
S3 
PPI&.PRE: S/17193 Yoft • Y ollOW' Foxtail 
95 
87 
76 
+1 
61 
S3 
63 
77 
89 
89 
16 
76 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
88 
76 
70 
92 
83 
EPOST: 7n./93 Pesw • Pamsylvania Smanwecd 
POST: 7112193 
Rainfall: 
lit week .66 in 
•Product/A W weck  .06 in 
91 as 
74 81 
81 80 
73 79 
15 61 
72 19 
79 S2 
76 88 
95 0 
96 0 
94 0 
90 0 
95 0 
92 0 
87 88 
91 77 
65 94 
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FARMING SYSTEMS STUDIFS, 1993 
Erinsal fnveroprqg: 
Tun Smolik (Project I eader), Jim Gerwing, Diane Rickal, Howard Woodard, and 
Leon Wrage; Technicians: Loyal Evjen,and Allan Heuer. 
Cooperators: 
George Buchenau, Tom Dobbst Jim Doolittle, Paul Evenson, and Paul 0. Johnson 
Introduction: 
The farming systems studies were established in 19&5. The systems consisted of three 
or four year rotations. These were. comparatively long-term studies, and 1993 was the ninth 
year of data collection in Study n. Study I, with an emphasis on row crops, was concluded 
in 1992. Study II, with an emphasis on small grains, was concluded in 1993. The plots 
were relatively large scale (3000 sq. ft. in Study I and 2000 sq. ft. in Study Il) in an attempt 
to minimize border effects. The systems and rotation schedules in Study n were: 
ALTERNATE (no commercial fertilizer or pesticide and no moldboard plow), oats/clover -
clover (green DWlure) • soybean - spring wheat; CONVENTIONAL, soybean - spring wheat 
• barley; MINIMUM-TILL, soybean • spring wheat • barley. The 1988-1993 studies were 
supported in part by USDA USA Grant U·88· 12. 
Objectives: 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Measure yields and economic returns. 
Determine influence of farming system on soils' ability to supply plants with 
mineral nutrients. 
Measure effect of fanning system on soil temperatures, soil strength, bulk 
density, residue cover, and snow catch. 
Measure beneficial and harmful arthropod populations and measure insect 
damage. 
Compare populations of plant feeding, predaceous and microbial feeding 
nematodes. 
Determine populations of fungi and bacteria, and measure mycorrhizal 
associations and soil fungistatic properties. 
Determine effect of farming systems on earthworm populations. 
Determine weed species present and densities. 
Measure effect of farming systems on soil water contents. 
• 
• 
• 
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Table 2S. Cultural pradicc information - fuming systems studies 1993. 
Pertilim 
Planting N·P·K Herbicide 
Study n elate (lb/A) (Actua1/A) 
Sprin1 Whr,at 
Alternate April 22 
Conventional April 22 8()..30..() Brooatc. 1 pt 
Minimum-till April 22 80-30-0 Bronate. 1 pt 
Sqybean 
Alternate May 14 
Conventional May 14 0-30-0 Treflan, 1.S pt. 
Minimum-till May 14 0-30-0 Gramoxone, 1.5 pt; 
Pursuit at 3 oz., post 
emerge 
Badey 
Conventional April 22 65-30-0 Bronate, 1 pt. 
Minimum-till April 22 9().30-0 Bronate 1 pt. 
Oats/Ctom April 21 
aa_,·cr -
NOTE: Seeding rates; Oats 74 lb/A, Sweet Clover 4.S, Red Clover 4.S, Spring Wheat 70, 
Barley ss. Soybean·180,000 seeds/A. A SO:SO mix of sweet clover and red clover has 
been used sincc 1987 in the alternate system • 
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Table 26. Cultural practice information • farming systems studies. 
Study ll 
Sprin& Wheat 
Alternate 
Conventional 
Minimum-till 
Soybean 
Alternate 
Conventional 
Minimum-till 
Bari§ 
Conventional 
Minimum-till 
Qats/Clover 
Clo¥er 
Pre-Plant 
Field cultivate + harrow 
Disc once + harrow 
Field cultivate 
Tillage 
Rotary hoe lX, fall chisel 
plow 
Fall plow 
Fall chiscJ plow 
Harrow IX, and field cultivate Rotary hoe 2X, cultivate 3X 
+ harrow IX 
Disc 2X + harrow lX 
(incorporate herbicide) 
Field cultivate + harrow 
Field cultivate 
Field cultivate + harrow 
Cultivate 3X 
Cultivate 3X 
Fall plow 
Fall chisel plow 
Mow in early July and chisel 
plow 2X 
Note: A field packer was used after seeding Oats/Clover. 
.. 
.. 
" 
• 
.. 
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Table 27. Small grain yields, farming systems studies, 1993 
Yidd 
(Bu/A) 
Conventional 16 . .,. 
Alternate 22.0 
Minimum-till 10.4 
Fl.SD.as 3.0 
Yield 
(Bu/A) 
Conventional 57.4 
Minimum-till 63.9 
FLSD 05 N.S. 
Yield 
(Bu/A) 
Oats/Clover S3.9 
STUDill 
Smin& �hat..Dt. 1.wg 16 
Test 
wt. 
54.8 
ss.s 
S4.0 
N.S. 
Test 
wt. 
45.3 
44.5 
0.4 
Test 
wt. 
33.5 
Height at 
Protein � Harvest 
(m.) 
14.7 35.0 
13.3 37.3 
15.3 33.2 
0.7 2.0 
Bar� m .. BQbust 
1000 
Protein " ICernel wt 
(g) 
12.6 29.3 
11.9 30.0 
N.S. N.S. 
oa.11:m. Don 
Protein % 
8.1 
1000 
Kernel wt 
(g) 
21 . ._1 
•Avg. of four replications. *0-3 scale, O.=healthy 
1000 
JCcmcl wt 
(g) 
27.3 
30.2 
26.S 
1.4 
Table 28. Soybean yields, Var. Simpson, Farming Systems Study, 1993 
Yield (Bu/A)l3% Protein � p  
Moisture (%) 
Stvdyil 
Conv. 22.3 37.4 0.467 
Min·Till 16.7 37.4 0.459 
Alternate 16.0 38.0 0.456 
Alternate · M.P. 11 21 .3 38.2 0.455 
Crown Rot 
Index* 
0.66 
o.ss 
0.79 
N.S. 
1000 Seed 
wt (g) 
123.35 
124.35 
119.53 
123.95 
Fl.SD.as 2.6 N.S. N.S. N.S. 
I Average ortour replications 
., Alternate system yield from portion of plot that was spring moldboard plowed. 
Table 29. Forage crop yields - farming systems studi�. 
snub 11 - Cut 6 July -
Clover 
Total 
Pa Matter 
(f/A) 
2.60' 
Tissue Analysis (� N-P-K): 
• Avg of four replications. Forage not removed. Clover 2.25-0.190-2.00 
1993 Yields 
Spring wheat yields were reduced 68% - 83% compared to the previous year (Table 
27) primarily due to the severe epidemic of Fusarium head scab. 1be greatest reduction in 
yield occurred in the M-T system. Deoxynivalcnol (vomitoxin) levels ranged from 3. 73 to 
3.94 ppm, and were not influenced by system. Protein levels were significantly lower in the 
Alt spring wheat and 1000 kernel weights were significantly higher (Table 27), which 
continues the pattern of previous years. Levels of crown rot tended to be higher in the M-T 
system, which also continues the pattern of previous years. 
Barley escaped severe scab damage and yields were 14 % to 33 % lower than the 
previous year. Rust was moderately severe in oats, however, yields were slightly higher than 
the previous year. Oat test weights, protein and 1000 kernel weights were all lower than in 
1992. 
Soybean yields were S % • 46% lower than the previous year. The greatest yield 
reduction occurred in that portion of the Alt system plots that were not spring moldboard 
plowed (Table 28). Dagger nematode populations were substantially higher in the Alt and M­
T systems compared to Conv, particularly in the later years of this study. We suspected the 
frequent use of a moldboard plow in the Conv system was probably responsible for the lower 
populations. Because 1993 was the final year of this study, we tested this hypothesis by 
moldboard plowing one-third of each of the Alt soybean plots in early May. Moldboard 
plowing significantly increased Alt soybean yields (Table 28), and dagger nematode numbers 
were reduced 81 % (38/100 cm' soil in plowed vs 200/cm3 in remainder of plot). The 
reduction in dagger nematode numbers was probably not entirely responsible for the increased 
soybean yields because plowing likely had other beneficial effects in the cool, wet 1993 
season, such as drying and warming of the soil. However, it docs appear that occasion.al use 
of the moldboard plow would aid in preventing increases in dagger nematode populations to 
damaging levels. 
Clover yields (Table 29) were very good, and were the highest recorded over the 9-
year period of this study. Most (ca 80%) of the 1993 clover yield was red clover. Winter 
survival of red clover was much greater in the last three years (1991-1993) of the study 
compared to the previous three years (1988-1990), probably because of improved moisture in 
the later years (Table 1). The predominance of red clover in 1993 required more intense 
tillage to incorporate the green manure, and plots were chisel plowed twice as opposed to the 
usual practice of chisel plowing and field cultivating. 
• 
.. 
• 
" 
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COMPARATIVE PROFITABll.lTY OF ALTERNA11VE, CONVENTIONAL, 
AND :MINIMUM TILL FARMING SYSTEMS AT 
SDSU's NORTHEAST STATION IN 1993 
T.L Dobbs, J.L Kelderman. and L.D. Heunlq1 
The South Dakota State University (SDSU) Farming Systems trials at the Northeast 
Research Station were completed for Study I in 1992 and for Study n in 1993. Long-term 
results for 1986-92 have been reported elsewhere for both studies. Economic results for 
Study n in the 1993 crop year arc reported here. This economics research wu supported by 
SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station Project H-191 and U.S.D.A. Low-Input/Sustainable 
Agriculture (USA) Grant LNC 88·9. l .  
The crop enterprise budgets developed for this economic analysis were based on the 
cultural practices and crop yields described elsewhere in this report (rabies 25-29 ). Input 
and output prices were determined as in previous years. Herbicide prices used in the budget 
calculations were 1aken from 1993 SDSU ca Extension Extra 8012. Nitroeen and 
phosphorus fertilizers were both priced at $.20/lb. Fcdcral farm program provisions (i.e., 
target prices, loan rate.s, set aside requirements), estimated crop prices, and Federal 
deficiency payment levels used in our budget calculations for the 1993 crop year are shown in 
Table 30. The Triple Bue program remained in effect, meaning farmers can not receive 
deficiency payments on lS percent of e:ach crop-s program base. This portion is called the 
•Normal Flex• acres. There were no required set aside acres in 1993 for the crops included 
in Study n. Clover is used as a green manure crop and, hence, bad no market price assigned 
to it. Wheat prices differed by system because of quality differences. 
Cost and profitability comparisons are shown in Table 31. The first five columns 
show direct (operating) costs other than labor, gross income, and three measures of profit or 
net income for each farming system, on a per-acre basis. The sixth (last) column shows net 
income over all costs except RW1agement mi a mk u.rm bas.iJ. for an assumed farm with 
540 tillable acres. 
Because of the extremely poor yields in 1993 - and, also, the poor wheat aualitx, see 
Table 27 - the economic performance was extremely weak for all systems. The alternative 
and conventional systems came out the same after all costs except management were 
considered, each losing $24/acrc. Losses were even greater for the minimum till system, at 
$39/acre. Direct costs were higher for the minimum till system than for the other two 
systems, and that system had the lowest wheat yields. Its soybean yields were lower than 
those of the conventional system and about the same as those of the alternative system. 
Barley yields were slightly higher in the minimum till system than in the conventional system, 
but not enough to compensate for other cost and return differences. 
Although 1993 was, essentially, an economic disaster for all three farming systems in 
Study Il, farmers would have experienced the least financial stress with the alternative 
system. Direct (operating) costs were roughly half those of the other two systems, leaving 
farmers using that system with the least exposure to short term financial risk. Although gross 
returns were substantially less for the alternative system, they were still adequate to cover all 
costs except land and management. The conventional system also was able to cover all 
except those costs. 
1Dobbs is a Professor of Agricultural Economics, Kelderman is a Student Assistant, and 
Henning is a Research Assist.ant, all in the Department of &:onomics at SDSU. 
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An additional experiment was conducted with 10ybeans in the alternative system in 
1993. Portions of the 10ybean plots were moldboard plowed in the Spring. This added 
operation wu associated with a S bu/acre incra.,e in 10ybean yields (21 bu/acre on the 
1C1age spring plowed compared to 16 bu/acre on that not spring plowed). At $6.2Slbu. this 
added $31.25/acre to soybean gros.1 returns. After subtracting additional costs assodated with 
the plowin& and harvesting, and adjusting for the fact that IOybeans consotuted only one­
fourth of the alternative farm's acreage, whole farm net retum1 were increued by $4/acre. 
Thus, under 1993 conditions, at least. it would have paid to add a moldboard plow operation 
to alternative system toybeans in Study ll. 
Table 30. Assumptions about Federal Parm Program and Market Prices Wied in the 1993 
Budgets. 
Sprin& Wbrat 
Codington Cowity loan rate ($/bu) 
Target price ($/bu) 
Acreage reduction program (") 
Normal Flex Acreage reduction (") 
Deficiency payments ($/bu) 
S.D. IClling price ($/bu) 
Alternative system 
Conventional/Min· Till systems 
QilJ 
Codington County loan rate ($/bu) 
Target price ($/bu) 
Acreage reduction program (I>) 
Normal Flex Acreage reduction (") 
Deficiency payments ($/bu) 
S.D. selling price ($/bu) 
BildeJ 
Codington County loan rate ($/bu) 
Target price ($/bu) 
Acreage reduction program (") 
Normal Flex Acreage reduction (") 
Deficiency payments ($/bu) 
S.D. selling price (S/bu) 
SQYbc:ans 
Codington County loan rate ($/bu) 
S.D. selling price ($/bu) 
*Estimates for marketin1 year. 
2.4S 
4.00 
0.00 
lS.00 
0.95* 
.84 
1.4.S 
0.00 
15.00 
o.os• 
1.40* 
1.29 
2.36 
0.00 
15.00 
o.so• 
1.60• 
4.70 
6.2S• 
ll 
ill 
.. 
' 
.. 
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Table 31. Results of FSSD Analysis Based upon 1993 Yields, Farm Program, and Prices. 
Dollars/ Acre 
---Net Income Over·--
System• 
AI,emative 
(oats, clover, 
soybeans, 
s.wheat) 
conventional 
{soybeans, 
s.wheat, 
barley) 
Direct 
Costs 
Other 
Than 
Labor 
31 
60 
Gross 
Income 
6S 
107 
All Costs All Costs 
Except Land, Except Land 
Labor, and And 
Management Management 
10 2 
13 2 
Whole Farm 
Net Income 
All Costs Over All Costs 
Elcept Except 
Management Management•• 
($) 
-24 -13,117 
-24 
ktioimum Till 6S 93 -4 -13 -39 -21,051 
(soybeans, 
s.wheat, 
barley) 
•crops arc shown m the order in which they occur in ea.ch rotation. 
**For farm with S40 tillable acres. 
Surface Residues 
Surface residues were highest in the Alt and M-T system (Table 32), and ex�ed 
30% in both the spring and fall. The extensive use of a moldboard plow in the Conv system 
resulted in very low surface residues. 
Table 32. Surface Residues in Study n, 1993. 
Alternate 
Spring 
Oat/Clover 63%1 
Clover 100% 
Soybean 28 %11 
Sp Wht 
System 
Avg: 
23% 
54% 
Conventional 
Fall Spring Fall 
100% Soybean 39' S9% 
499' Sp. Wht 11% 6� 
64f> Barley 3� 9� 
80% 
73% 6% 
Min-Till 
Soybean 
Sp. Wht 
Spring Fall 
66% 70% 
18f, 719' 
Barley 61 f, 73% 
48% 71 % 
1Average of 4 replications. 11 Does not include plowed portion of plot. 
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Soll Moisture uvels 
Fall soil moisture levels were high in all systems (fable 33), and in the 6,.24• soil 
profile were the highest ever recorded in these studies. ID 1be 0-6• 90il profile highest soil 
moisture occu.md in the Alt Clover and M-T spriDa wheat, and lowest soil moisture in 
soybeans in all systems. The high soil moistures were appare.ntly a result of the above 
average precipitation received in 1993 (Table 1), the generally cool temperatures, and the 
dominance of short-season crops in Study n. 
Table 33. Fall Soil Moisture in Study n, 1993 
System Crop 0-6. 
Alt Oat/Clover 20.6• 
Clover 21.8 
Soybeans 17.7 
Sp. Wheat 2lJ 
System Avg: 20.4 
Conv Soybean 18.S 
Sp. Wheat 19.7 
Barley 20..l 
System Avg: 19.S 
Soybean 17.7 
Sp. Whe.at 21.9 
Barley lli 
System Avg: 20.4 
a/ A veragc of 4 replications. 
� Soil Moisture/Depth 
6--24. 24·36• 36-48. 
18.8 13.4 13.7 
19.8 lS.2 14.2 
19.9 14.7 13.S 
2U .11..6 li-.6 
19.S 14.7 14.0 
20.9 15.7 13.4 
19.3 15.1  14.3 
.11..1 ll.1 liA 
19.3 15.S 14.0 
19.S 14.8 13.6 
19. l 15.0 14.9 
22.2 li..1 l!J. 
19.6 14.8 14.2 
.• 
l 
• 
• 
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Soll Test Results 
There were no major differences in percent organic matter, potassium or pH in the ().. 
6" soil profile (Table 34). Levels of phosphorus were generally hiaher in the Conv and M-T 
systems, which might have beetl expected since P fertilizer was applied to all crops in these 
systems (Table 2S). 1be highest P lcvds occurred following IOybean in all systems, and this 
pattern has been observed in previous years of this ltUdy. 
Soil test results from the •CRP• plots are also included in Table 34. 1bcsc plots were 
the former continuous no-till winter wheat plots that were discontinued in 1988 due to downy 
brome problems. 11lo plots were seeded with various forage legumes in 1989 and 1990, 
however, stands were very poor and in 1991 the plots were reseeded with a grass/legume mix 
of timothy, orchardgrass, bromcgrass, alfalfa and red clover using a forage oat nurse crop. 
An adequate stand was achieved to protect the soil surface, but the plots have been somewhat 
weedy and were mowed once or twioe each year. Organic matter levels were higher in the 
•cRP• than in all other systems. Interestingly, P levels in the ·cRP• were identical to the 
average of the Alt system. 
Table 34. Soil Test Results, Study n, 1993 
System Crop 
Alternate Oat/Clover 
Clover 
Soybean 
Sp. Wheat 
System Avg: 
Conventional Soybean 
Sp. Wheat 
Barley 
System Avg: 
Min·Till Soybean 
Sp. Wheat 
Barley 
System Avg: 
•cRP· Grass/Legume 
1Avg. of four replications. 
� O.M. 
3.,. 
3.S 
3.6 
3...6 
3.6 
3.6 
3.4 
li 
3.S 
3.8 
3.6 
1..6 
3.7 
4.0 
p K pH 
()-6• 0-6• 
-lbs/A-
17 328 6. 1 
15 323 6.1 
21 320 6.1 
a lU u 
18 322 6.1 
39 322 S.9 
19 279 6.1 
12 JQI u 
26 303 6.0 
30 325 S.9 
22 305 6.0 
� lQl u 
23 310 6.0 
18 344 6.0 
-4S· 
NO:rN Levek 
Soil test levels of NO,·N were also measured in all systems in fall, 1993 to a depth of 
4 feet (fable 35). Highest N levels occurred following soybean in all systems. N levels 
averaged over all crops in a system were highest in tho Conv followed by the M-T. The 
highest average NO,·N levels in the lower soil profile (24-48•) occurred in the Conv system. 
This pattern was also observed in Study I in 1992, and is of concem for both economic and 
environmental reasons. The high NO,-N levels are apparently a result of fertilizer 
applications in excess of crop needs. The higher NO,·N levels in the Conv system compared 
to M-T are difficult to explain because the M·T system bas received more N fertilizer than 
the Conv and yet has generally bee.n. less productive. It is possible more N has been 
denitrified in the M-T system or has been leached below 4 feet. The lowest NO,·N levels in 
the 0-48• profile occurred in the Alt oat/clover, the Alt spring wheat and the •CRP•. 
Table 3S. Soil Test Levels of NO,·N, Study n, Fall 1993 
lbs NO,-N/Depth 
System Crop 6-24. 24-36" 36-48• 
Alternate Oat/Clove..­
Clover 
Soybean 
Spring Wheat 
System Avg: 
Conventional Soybean 
Min-Till 
Spring Wheat 
Barley 
System Avg: 
Soybean 
Spring Wheat 
Barley 
System Avg: 
Legume/grass 
20.4 
43.6 
30.9 
ll3. 
30.7 
24.4 
34.0 
ID 
32.l 
33.9 
44.7 
ru 
38.8 
16.4 
36.1 
70.7 
91.2 
ill 
58.9 
98.8 
63.3 
ru 
73.9 
68.6 
71.9 
w 
61.S 
24.2 
a. Avg of four replications, data expressed as lbs N03-N/ A 
29.0 
33.7 
49.4 
2M 
35.4 
66.1 
43.9 
JU 
49.5 
52.4 
32.9 
21,J 
37.6 
24.4 
28.0 
26.9 
49.0 
ll.1 
32.4 
<>0.2 
44.1 
al 
S2.S 
41.6 
34.S 
22..1 
35.3 
17.9 
113.S 
174.8 
220.5 
ill,.2 
157.4 
249.S 
185.3 
lW 
208.2 
196.S 
183.9 
!SU 
179.1 
79.9 
.. 
t 
• 
.. 
II 
... 
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Canadlan 'lbistle Numbers 
Perennial weeds, primarily quaclcgrus and Canadian thistle, oc.,curred more frcquc:.ntly 
in the M-T system, particularly in the later years of the study. Broad-spectrum herbicides 
(i.e. Roundup) were applied in 1991 and 1992 for their cootrol. Control of quacJcgnw was 
seoerally good, but C.naclian thistle appearecl to be iDcrm.sing ill all aystrms ill 1993. 1be 
abundant moisture the past ICVcral years has no doubt contributed to increaJcd populatiOOJ of 
this weed. The number of thistle plants aven,ed over all crops in a syltem were highest in 
the M·T followed by Conv (Table 36). 
Table 36. Number of Canadian thistle plants in Study n at harvest, 1993. 
Alternate Conventional Min·Till 
No. thistle/JOO ft2 
Oat/Clover 0.41 Soybean 1.3 Soybean 
Clover 4.9 Sp. Wheat 1.6 Sp. Wheat 
Soybean o.s Barley 4.1 Barley 
Sp. Wheat 0.7 
System Avg: 1.6 2.3 
• Average of 4 replications 
Nematode Populations 
2.7 
3.7 
4.2 
3.S 
Populations of Xipbioema americanum (dagger nematodes) averaged over all crops 
within a system were highest in M-T (Fig. 1). Also, populations in M-T were the highest 
ever recorded in that system, and were due to very high numbers in the M-T barley and 
soybean. Numbers were also moderately high in the Alt system. Populations in the Conv 
system have remained low in all years of the study, apparently due to the use of a moldboard 
plow. 
Populations of .brab'lcncbus proiect»a (pin nematodes) have generally been higher in 
the Alt and M-T systems compared to Conv (Fig. 1). Numbers in the Alt system declined 
substantially ill 1993 compared to 1992. In the lat.er years of the study, populations of 
prcdaceous nematodes were higher in the Alt and M· T systems. Populations of microbial 
feeding nematodes were quite variable over the years of the study and did not appear to be 
influenced by system . 
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Xlphlnema Populallons Paratylenchus Populations 
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Fig. 1. Nematode populations in Study n, 1985-1993 
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SOYBEAN BREFJ>lNG 
Roy A. Scott and Steve Stein 
The soybean breeding program conducted several yield trials at the Northeast research 
farm in 1993. These trials included Regional trlals, and South Dakota advanced yield trials. 
Advanced yield trials test breeding lines in advanced stages of development. Only lines in 
maturity group O and maturity lfOUP 1 are tested at the Northeast raearcb farm. We tested 
70 advanced J.ine& in two separate maturity group O cxpcri.mcnts, and <,() maturity group 1 
lines in two separate experiments. A summary of the performance of thele lines is reported in 
Table 37, along with comparisons with other locations at which these same lines were tested. 
Maturity Group O 
In MOO, Watertown was the lowe.,t yielding location in one experiment, and in the 
second, it was only greater than Dakota I..akes non�irrigated. Yields at Watertown were 8 
bu/a lower than mean yields over all five environments in one experiment, and more than 12 
bu/a lower in the other. Mean yields of the top 10� e.xperimcntals were 6 to 10 bu/a lower 
than mean yields over all environments, and were lower lhan all other locations, exc.ept for 
Dakota Lakes non-irrigated. Check yields at Watertown were lower than combined yields, 
and a1J other locations, except for Dakota Lakes non-irrigated in one experiment. 
Maturity Group I 
In MGI, mean yields at Watertown were not significantly different from Dakota Lakes 
non-irrigated, but were lower than all other environments and mean of all five environments. 
Mean yields of the top 10% were similar to mean yields over all environments in one 
experiment, and about 3 bu/a greater in the other. Mean yields of the top 10% were lower 
than all other environments, except for Dakota Lakes non·irrigated. Me.an yields of the 
checks were greater than Dakota Lakes non-irrigated, but were lower than all other 
environments and overall mean yields. 
Summary 
Physiological maturity (95 % pods tum brown color) data were obtained only at Dakota 
Lakes in 1993, indicating that most experiments did not reach maturity before the first frost. 
Maturity group O soybeans were mature enough to produce normal seed size. While some 
MGI soybeans were far enough along, soybeans at Watertown were not. nus was reflected in 
the low yields. Soybeans were planted on May 13 at Watertown, and bad adequate time to 
reach physiological maturity, but were affected severely by cool night temperatures combined 
with high moisture. 
Table 1. Summary of advanced soybean yield trials at five SD locations in 1993. .. 
Mean jictd' (6ufa) 
Experiment and 
Maturity Group F.nvironment Overall Top to�i. Chee� CV' 
1.MGO Combi.ncd 33.6 37.'.17 34.7 14.7 
Watertown 25.4' 32.1 25.1 1,.0 
Brookings 32. lc 38.4 37.9 12.2 
Highmore 33.9b 38.9 34.S 12.2 
D.L. (Irr) SS.6a 63.8 S4.3 9.1 
D.L. (Non Irr) 21.le . 25.9 21.7 16.Z 
2. MOO Combined 33.9 38.9 34.3 11.3 
Watertown 21.2e 28.3 17.0 14.8 
Brookings 32.lc 38.3 34.6 12.S 
Highmore 34.7b 39.9 36.3 11.4 
D.L. (Irr) S8.6a 67.4 <,O.S 8.1 
D.L. (Non·lrr) 23.4d 21.9 23.1 11.2 
3. MGI Combined 28.1 32.l 31.8 lS.7 
Watertown 25.ld 31.3 23.6 16.5 
Brookings 30.Sb 34.S 38.S 8.7 
Beresford 28.lc 37.0 3S.2 17.3 
Highmore 33.0a 37.S 3S.4 18.9 
D.L. (Non-Irr) 24.3d 27.8 2S.3 8.2 
4. MGI Combined 29.3 33.0 32.S 12.8 
Watertown 23.4d 29.(i 26.6 11.8 
Brookings 30.0c 33.4 34.3 9.9 
Beresford 33.3b 36.l 38.9 11.9 
Highmore 37.4a 44.8 37.7 11.8 
D.L. (Non-Irr) 23.ld 26.9 23.9 14.4 
D.L. (lrr.)=Dakota Lakes Irrigated. 
D.L. (Non-lrr)•Dakoti Lakes Non-irrigated. 
*Environments within the same experiment with the same letters are not statistically different. 
'Yield of the top 10% of experimentals (check yield not included). 
"Maturity group O (MOO) check=mean of Lambert, Glenwood, Simpson, and Evans. 
Maturity group l (MGI) check=mean of Parker, Sibley, and Hardin. 
'C,V indicates experiment precision. Experiments with smaller cv•s are more precise. 
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